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Introduction

Johnny can't read— or write; nor can Susie, nor George,
nor Harry, nor Adolph.

The shock has long since gone out of

this catchy by-line, but the underlying fact is still an
unfortunate reality: Johnny isn't doing very well at learning
how to write.

Society has coined a whole litany of causes

for the phenomenon: lack of basic skills, too much TV, not
enough discipline, lack of interest in reading, no homework
assignments, too many watered down courses, integrated
schools, unintegrated schools, etc., etc.

Usually, in one

way or another, the blame is put right back on the students,
what they are not doing, or what they are doing the wrong
way; they could learn if they really wanted to and applied
themselves to the task.
Perhaps it is time to re-examine the entire question
of teaching writing one more time.

It is the contention of

this statement on the problem that the phrase above should
be re-worded with the blame placed where it belongs: Perhaps
our teaching methods are not good.

Unfortunately many

educators react to a statement such as this in the same
manner as the noble English lady reacted to the statement
of Darwin on evolution:
true.

"Heavens, that can't possibly be

But if it is we must be certain that no one finds out
1
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about it."
It is time to put all pretense aside.

There is a real

problem facing the English educator, and it isn't going to
go away by itself.

Part of the problem is that many of the

traditional textbooks do not teach modern writing very well.
This is evidenced, for example, by the fact that publishers
continue to put out a constant flow of textbooks that are
supposed to be the solution to teaching students how to write.
Most of these books are written on the same principles that
determined the format of the so called "School Tradition
Handbook," the nineteenth century interpretation of
Aristotle's concept of unity, coherence, and emphasis.

Each

new author supposedly has some new method to make it easier
for the student to attain these elusive goals.

And next

month there will be more new authors and more new methods,
and the next month, and the next month.

An illustration of

this can be found in the Grammar, Composition and Rhetoric
section of the 1979 Odessey Press catalog.

One of the new

publications is entitled: The First Time: Initial Sexual
Experiences in Fiction, 295 pages, instructor's manual avail
able.
These are variations of the traditional approach to
teaching composition, the tradition that attempts to teach
in the classical rhetorical style; but our twentieth century
style is no longer modeled on the classical style.
changed our style, but not our textbooks.

We have

We expect the

students to write like Hemingway and Faulkner, but we con-
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tinue to teach them Addison and Steele.

Small wonder that

the students find themselves confused.
This paper will attempt an analysis of the two writing
styles, classical and modern.

An understanding of classical

syntax— subject, modifier, verb, modifier, object— demon
strates the fact that the ideals of classicism are quite
foreign to what we call our modern twentieth century style.
The Latin and Greek languages revel in the precision of word
position within their sentence structure; the strictures of
these forms is an onerous burden for the classical rhetor
ician, a demanding set of guidelines that is the constant
determinant of sentence structure.

The classical rhetoric

books that shaped the growth of the English rhetorical style
through the nineteenth century are permeated with the
rigidity of the classical style.

However, this structural

precision has become anathema to the free flowing ease of
the neo-realistic style of today.

Twentieth century writers

have refused to limit themselves to the confines of this
syntactical imposition, and they have produced an entirely
new style.

A detailed analysis of the differences in these

two styles can be found in Appendix A.
Much has been said and written in the attempt to under
stand just what it is that characterizes this modern style.
What at first seemed to be mere aberations of good rhetorical
style in the late nineteenth century was destined to become
the norm of the twentieth century.

Linguists were aware of

the discrepancy, but they were unable to understand just what
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the principles of the new structure were.

It wasn't until

the 1960s that the puzzle came together for them.

One of

the leading scholars in this search was Francis Christensen,
and much of his research will be cited.
were in pursuit of the same goal.

Other scholars

One group branched off

when they found a partial answer in the theory we now refer
to as "sentence combining"; others pursued the technical
linguistic aspects to the ultimate and developed the theory
we now refer to as "transformational grammar."
Once the scholars realized that there was a consider
able difference between what the textbooks were teaching
the students to do and what the professional writers were
actually doing, it became immediately obvious that new
teaching tools had to be designed.

The standard textbooks,

the "school tradition handbooks" as they are called, were
actually teaching the students the wrong things.
Several new systems of teaching are now available.
These will be reviewed in Chapter III, with the emphasis
on the Christensen program because it is the most comprehen
sive program available.

CHAPTER I
The Role of Composition in English Education

There is currently a good deal of confusion about the
goals of the English educator, and consequent anger, frustra
tion, doubt, misunderstanding, and mistrust.

One finds the

confusion both within the profession and without.

Standard

test scores continue to sag lower each year; students now go
to court, though as yet unsuccessfully, to sue the schools
that failed to teach them how to read and write.

Practi

cally every major magazine in the country has featured
articles deploring the status of the English profession.
Esquire, for example, in March of 1978, carried a vicious
article titled "Teacher Heal Thyself."

After castigating

the National Council of Teachers of English for conducting
a convention filled with a multitude of inane topics, the
author goes on to exemplify what madness has crept into the
profession.
Consider, after all, what is happening in colleges
and universities.

Take the case of Dr. Campbell

Tatham, tenured professor of English at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

He declares:

"It seems pretty clear that the students can't
write— or speak, in some cases.
5

Sometimes they
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are illiterate in writing and incoherent in talk
ing.

But those are not areas I stress very much."

Wheit are the areas he stresses? . . .

It seems that

a typical class in a Tatham English courses
addresses itself to a Joan Baez album.

Everything

from the photograph of Baez to the liner notes is
scrutinized.

Then the song Caruso is subjected to

explication de texte with regard to Baez's relation
ship with Bob Dylan. . . .

He says that he seldom

teaches the same course twice, because he'd rather
teach things he doesn't know about.

And he has

"simply no self-doubts" about these courses.

A

few "suspicious" souls in the English department
see it as pandering.
got tenure.

"But," says Tatham, "I've

People are less likely to hassle me."

He wouldn't use the term "method."

"It sounds

like [sic] I know what I am talking about.
don't.
state."

I

I think confusion is a very healthy
(Simon, pp. 38-39)

Professor Tatham is not typical.

But such shenanigans

do provide a very vulnerable target for a very irritated
tax-paying public.
What is of even more concern, however, is the uncertain
ty of the professional English scholars throughout the
country.

Donald H. Graves spent a year doing a report on

the status of writing in our educational system, as well as
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those in England and Scotland.

He wrote his report of the

study for the CEA (College English Association) Forum of
February 1978.
Americans are confused by writing.

We don't

know what writing is for, or even how to identify
it.

We don't know if its essence is grammar,

punctuation, handwriting, and spelling, or the
actual composing of personal communications.

We

don't know if it is a craft or a way to enforce
discipline.

We say it releases human potential,

yet we use it as a form of punishment.

Worse, we

are not sure if we want students to write at all.
The first conclusion in the study of the status
in writing was clear:

it is seldom taught.

Indeed,

it may be the endangered species of the language
arts.

This is not to say there ever has been much

writing in American culture.

Rather, even the

little writing we have known in the past is on the
decline. . . .
Teacher preparation for the teaching of writing
is so poorly done that it is a miracle that writing
is taught at all.

A random survey of 36 universi

ties preparing teachers shows elementary teachers
are not prepared to teach writing with any depth.
One hundred sixty-nine courses were offered in
reading, thirty in children's literature, twentyone in language arts, and only two focused on the
/
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teaching of writing.

Teachers do not teach a

subject when they feel unprepared, even if the
school requires it.
Teachers who teach writing in the secondary
years are no better prepared than their elementary
counterparts.

Their situation may be even worse.

English majors are usually literature majors.
Outside of freshman English, there is no formal
attempt to teach writing.

Writing is held in low

esteem in most English departments.

The teaching

of writing is given to instructors, graduate
students, and junior faculty members.

Teachers

who teach writing are seldom in tenure tracks.
Writing is held in such low esteem in some English
departments that in some cases there have been
attempts to remove the teaching of writing from
the department.

(Graves, pp. 1-2)

In 1974 the Carnegie Foundation, alarmed by the growing
rate of illiteracy, sponsored a conference at Princeton.

In

his report on this conference E. Alden Dunham, Program
Director of the Foundation, reported:
The Foundation's interest stemmed from the current
disarray in undergraduate education, the lack of
consensus as to both means and ends. . . . The
English profession has been engaged in selfexamination for some time as it has tried to cope
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with the realities of mass higher education and
the traditions of high culture.
persist.

The problems

If there is very little agreement about

the meaning of undergraduate education, one senses
that there is very little agreement, except at a
superficial level, about what the discipline of
English is or should be.

Autonomous faculty

members in schools and colleges piece together
their own courses to bolster faltering enrollments.
Anything goes as literature; the imposition of
standard English implies racism; and, oldfashioned grammar and rhetoric having been dis
carded, teachers are left with nothing to take
their place.

(Dunham, p. 1)

The Emergence of the Modern English Department

How did this state of affairs come to be? One must go
back a hundred years to understand the evolution of today's
college English department.

By the last quarter of the

nineteenth century higher education was centered around
three disciplines: Science, Philosophy, and Language and
Literature.

However, the emphasis of the Language and

Literature department was on the classical studies, Greek
and Latin.

The modern languages, English, French, and

German, were considered very inferior, barely worthy of
attention in the college curriculum.

In 1884 Theodore Hunt,
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Professor of English at Princeton, complained about the
place accorded English in the colleges:
It is patent to every careful observer of our
educational methods that this place is one of
decided inferiority.

A cursory examination of

the catalogues of our leading institutions will
clearly reveal such an inferiority.

In the oldest

and what may be supposed to be the best regulated
college of the country, we are told "that less
than one-half as much instruction is offered in
English as in the ancient tongues."

(Hunt, p. 118)

In 1883 the teachers of the modern languages, in an
attempt to pre-empt some power and prestige to their own
field, founded the Modern Language Association.

The inter

est in the classics had begun to wane; by the early
twentieth century English took the place of the classics on
the college curriculum.

But it is well to note that in this

power struggle between the English scholars and the classi
cists, the prize is literature; not rhetoric, not logic, not
composition, just literature.

In the first publication of

the Association, then called The Transactions of the Modern
Language Association, one sees the groundwork being laid for
the twentieth century college English department.
What does not rightfully pertain to English
Literature?

Settling this preliminary question

will help us greatly.

The main question resolves
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itself into three:

What are we to do with Logic,

with Rhetoric, with English Philology (AngloSaxon and Early English)?

Fortunately the Logic

question is fast settling itself.

The growth of

this study has been so rapid of late, its drift
towards mathematics and the experimental sciences
so unmistakable, that no disciplined mind of the
present day can look upon logic and literature as
having anything in common.
course is not so clear.

As to Rhetoric, the

There are still only too

many persons of influence and culture who persist
in looking upon the instructor of English litera
ture as necessarily the instructor of rhetoric.
I am unable to share this opinion.

To me rhetoric

is a purely formal drill, having no more connection
with the literature of England than it has with the
literature of Greece, Rome, France, Germany, or
Arabia. . . .
To my way of thinking, the study of English
literature means the study of the great movement
of English life and feeling, as it is reflected in
the purest poetry and the purest prose of
representative men, those men who have led their
people's sympathies.

Rhetoric always savors to

me of the school-bench.

It is, if we look into

it scrutinizingly, little more than verbal jugglery.
And however clever we may be at it ourselves,
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however quick we may be at perceiving it in others,
we shall be none the wiser in understanding an
author, the influences that moulded him, his
peculiar mission, his hold upon us.

The proper

object of literary study, in one word, is to train
us to read, to grasp an author's personality in
all its bearings.

And the less rhetoric here, the

better— in my judgement.
of course, useful.

Rhetorical exercises are,

So are the parallel bars and

dumb-bells of a gymnasium.
ison farther?

Need I push the compar

(Hart, pp. 84-85)

In a footnote the author, James Morgan Hart, does conceed that there is a need for teaching rhetoric and composi
tion, but it does not belong in the English department; if
it must be taught in college it should be taught by the
philosophy department.

In another article of this same first

publication, Theodore Hunt argues that more emphasis should
be put on rhetoric in the preparatory schools so that when
the student comes to college he would already know how to
write, and he could then go right on to the study of
literature.
The Association did form a committee in 1887 to look
into the question of teaching composition in college, the
Pedagogical Committee.

They did issue three lengthy

reports in 1900, 1901, and 1902.
committee was disbanded.

However, in 1903 the
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Just before the Committee vanished in 1903, it
had clearly become the segment of the MLA con
cerned with the teaching of writing.

The very

fact that such a Committee could simply vanish
from the only national association for college
English teachers tells a great deal about early
twentieth-century English departments:

teaching

composition simply wasn't a matter worthy of
serious professional concern.

(Neel, p. 3)

The Current Status of Composition

As Jasper P. Neel points out in The CEA Forum, the early
decisions of the MLA set the tone for what was to be the
activity of English departments until someone finally cried
out "Johnny Can't Read" some sixty years later.
Thus, with the disappearance of the MLA's
Pedagogical Committee in 1903, the nature of the
English department of the twentieth century was
defined.

English departments would be English

literature departments.

To be sure, they might

offer composition courses, but as had been the case
with English literature under the aegis of the
classics departments, the senior faculty would not
take the composition courses seriously, and the
faculty hired to teach the courses would be poorly
trained, underpaid, and overworked.

(JSIeel, p. 3)
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Another writer, W. Ross Winterowd of the University
of Southern California, describes the pathetic state of
rhetoric until the mid 1970's in very realistic terms:
UNTIL very recently, the English department
rhetoricisn has lived in the ghetto.

The teacher

of writing was:
*

a graduate student supporting him- or
herself by teaching a couple sections of comp

*

a young Ph.D. who somewhat reluctantly went
through the purgatory of composition as a
necessary purification for the Paradise of
upper-division and graduate literature courses

The director of composition was most often:
*

again a young Ph.D. willing to do any
service for the department in order to get
tenure and, thus, move toward his or her real
commitment and real love, the literature class

*

the tenured faculty member gone slightly to
seed who had to do something— anything— to
earn his or her keep in the department

The state of rhetorical scholarship was lugu
brious.

Even though sometimes dull and trivial,

the articles in PMLA were normally intelligent and
respectable in a scholarly sense.

The rhetoric-

composition journals, such as CCC, were filled
with:
*

essays about how best to teach poem X to a
bunch of recalcitrant freshmen on Monday
morning

*

endless logomachy about concerns of the
surface features of Edited Standard English

*

inspirational pieces about the humanistic
mission of the expository essay, the research
paper, etc.
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*

an endless string of pedagogical tips:
teaching without teachers; teaching with
tape recorders; teaching with or without
writing; teaching writing through immersion
in TV game shows; teaching games through
immersion in writing; infinite variations
on the touchy-smelly-looky-listeny-writey
model

*

a whole bunch of fascinating pieces on
plagiarism

In other words, the state of the rhetoric side
of the profession was dismal.

(Winterowd, p. 28)

English had become synonymous with the study of litera
ture.

The assumption was that the goal of the English

department was to produce graduates who would be masters of
the tradition of English letters.

Teaching composition

courses was the price the department had to pay in order to
maintain its esoteric graduate programs; it was a means, not
an end in itself.

Recent Developments

This state of affairs lasted into the 1960's.
was suddenly the age of relevancy.

Then it

New values sprang up

overnight; new interests blustered their way into becoming
new courses in the curriculum: the film, science fiction,
pop culture, black literature, fantasy literature, women's
literature.

Hardly the treasures of tradition that the MLA

had fought so hard to wrest away from the classicists at the
end of the nineteenth century.
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Fortunately, with relevancy came the realization that
goals of the traditional English department were no longer
in tune with the needs of the students or the university.
The bright literary Ph.D. had not taught the undergraduate
how to write; he in turn went off to teach on the elementary
and secondary level and, of course, could not teach what he
had not been taught.

The high school graduate came to

college knowing very little about the basic skills of English.
It was time to push the panic button.
A lot of new ideas about the writing process came out
of this decade:

Janet Emig's study of the composing process,

Richard Young and Frank Coen's work with heuristics, Frank
Smith's and Kenneth Goodman's investigation of the reading
process, Chaim Perelman's theories of reasoning, Charles
Fillmore's theory of discourse, John Mellon with his trans
formational sentence combining, Kenneth Burke's study of
the psychological aspects of writing, Francis Christensen
with his innovative generative rhetoric, and the list could
go on and on.

The scholars had come down out of the ivy

towers and were trying to do something with the freshman
composition course.
Not all were successful, of course.

Some of the systems

became too sophisticated to be practicable, some were
hypothesized on a misunderstanding of what modern style
really was, etc.

But several good tools for teaching the

writing process have emerged.

In order to understand how

they came about it will be necessary to take a look at the
concept of rhetoric and its development in western thought.

CHAPTER II

A Historical Review of the Development of Rhetoric

Anthropologists are not certain at just what point in
history man began to speak.
Studies of early man's vocal equipment and brain
size have convinced many experts, however, that
by 300,000 to 200,000 years ago, Homo erectus
had attained a stage in his development at which
he must have been physiologically equipped for
speech and capable of performing the mental gymnas
tics that are involved in speech.

(Clairborne, p. H)

Just how soon he became aware of the importance of
words and his ability to join them together into better
combinations will probably remain a conjectural question.
It is only with the advent of writing in the fourth
millenium, the Sumerian cuneiform, that we can begin to
trace definite stages of growth in the use of language.
But then it is almost another three thousand years before
anyone feels he has enough knowledge and mastery of the use
of language that he is able to set down principles and guide
lines for its effective use.

In the meanwhile, however,

the principles of rhetoric were slowly being developed.
17
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do find very good examples of skillful rhetorical usage in
Homer's works even though the term rhetoric had not yet
been coined.

Greek Rhetoric

The first attempt to formulate the principles of
rhetoric is credited to a Sicilian, Corax, in the fourth
century B.C.

Corax was caught up in a rather peculiar

political situation.

For twenty years Syracuse had been

under tyrannical domination; in 466 B.C. a democratic con
stitution was established, and the many exiled citizens
returned to the city.

The courts were flooded with claims

and counterclaims concerning the ownership of property.
Evidently Corax observed what was going on in
the courts; meditated over it; and eventually
formulated his ideas on the proceedings into a
systematic plan.

The result was an "art of

rhetoric" particularly adapted to forensic speak
ing, but also usable in deliberative and ceremo
nial address.

Jebb has pronounced the work "the

earliest theoretical Greek book, not merely on Rhet
oric, but in any branch of art." (Thonssen, p. 35)
Also worthy of mention is a contemporary of Corax,
Protagoras, the earliest of the Sophists.

He was more

concerned with the skillful and eloquent manipulation of
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words that was to become the hallmark of the sophist tradi
tion.
This florid and artificial style, taught by
Protagoras and Isocrates as well, is the element
that sharply distinguished the Sophists from the
stricter, more plain-spoken Atticists like Corax
and Tisias.

These two main stems of rhetorical

style, the Sophistic floridity and the Atticist
simplicity, were to reappear throughout the
history of classical oratory.

(Fogarty, p. 11)

Aristotle refers to Empedocles, another fourth century
Athenian, as the "Father of Rhetoric"; and with him we might
also group his fellow Athenians, Lysias, Demosthenes, and
Pericles.

However, as it is with most of the formulation of

Greek thought, we find outselves coming down to Plato and
Aristotle for the authoritative viewpoint.
Plato, in his early work Gorgias, is somewhat con
temptuous of rhetoric, considering it not an art, but at
best a skill, a skill which can be used to deceive men.

He

speaks harshly of the Sophists for whom rhetoric had become
a tool for florid speech without much regard for the logic
or the truth of the idea upon which they embellished.

He

deplored the fact that justice within the society could be
deterred by the use of eloquent and deceitful reasoning.
But later on in Phaedrus he changes his mind about its value
and develops a system of rhetoric that is compatible with
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his philosophy; it becomes a dialectical method whereby man
can better reveal the truths he has come to know through
his understanding.

But he remained a little wary.

Toward the end of the Phaedrus, Plato concedes
the possibility of a true art of rhetoric.

But

it could be a true art only if the speaker made
an effort to learn the truth about the subject he
was going to talk about; if he would seek out
essential definitions of key terms in his dis
course; if he learned to make the proper divisions
of his subject; and if he made an effort to fashion
his speech to suit the nature of his audience.
There are a lot of ifs here, and it is apparent
that Plato does not have much confidence that
rhetoricians, in their great eagerness to please
the ignorant multitudes, will devise and teach
such a rhetoric.

(Corbett, p. 539)

However, it is Aristotle who states unequivocally that
rhetoric is an art, a very legitimate and useful art.

He

deals with the details of it in two books, Rhetoric and
Poetics.
In his Rhetoric he deals with the matter of rhetoric in
his typical encyclopedic fashion: defining the emotions
involved, the characteristics of the people of the audience,
the main line of argument to be used (distinguishing between
the syllogism of philosophy and the enthymene of rhetoric),
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and the topics proper to rhetoric.

In Book Three— written

at a later date, probably after he had finished Poetics—
he deals with the forms of rhetoric, its style and arrange
ment.

Here he also lists the good qualities for a rhetorical

work: clarity, appropriateness, variety; and the bad
qualities as well: misuse of words, strong words, crowded
epithets, bad metaphors, etc.

He defines stylistic purity

and gives the rules for attaining it; he clarifies the
process of argumentation.

He is much more thorough than

Plato; he is also more positive.
Aristotle sought to answer those who accused
rhetoricians of being more concerned with words
than with matter.

And by abstracting first

principles from the practice of oratory, he hoped
to show that rhetoric was not, as Plato had accused
it of being, a mere "knack," but was a true art,
a teachable and systematic discipline that could
guide men in adapting means to an end.

With his

philosophic treatise, Aristotle became the fountain
head of all later rhetorical theory. (Corbett, p.539)
The Poetics is Aristotle's adaptation of many of these
rhetorical qualities to the other forms of literature,
poetry and drama especially.

In Poetics he defines litera

ture as well as the other art forms as a process of imitation.
Imitation becomes an important concept to Aristotle.

Art

is the medium by which the artist speaks about the truths
that he knows with his mind.

It is in Poetics that he lays
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down the guidelines that are to have such a tremendous
impact on the artist of the western world: the concepts of
tragedy and comedy, the necessity of the unities, the
emphasis on universality, the structure of plot, the qual
ities of good and bad style; even the first systematic
sketch of a grammar is included, a subject almost more
appropriate for the book on rhetoric.
These two books must be seen as a compliment to one
another; together they were destined to become the gospel
of good writing for the western world.

Speaking of the

influence of Rhetoric, Lane Cooper says:
After the manuscripts of Aristotle were redis
covered, he, long dead, began to teach Rome, too.
And, in effect, the Rhetoric not only of Cicero
and Quintilian, but of the Middle Ages, of the
Renaissance, and of modern times, is, in its best
elements, essentially Aristotelian.

There is no

book on the subject since Aristotle's that is not
at least indirectly indebted to his. (.Cooper, p.XVII)

Roman Influence

Thus the foundations of classical rhetoric were firmly
established in the Greek period.

The Roman mind did not

have the flair of originality that the Greeks enjoyed.
The Roman talent was in their ability to accept the good
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elements of the cultures they absorbed, to add to these
elements their skills of organization and refinement; all
of their efforts were regulated by their keen sense of
practicality.

Even though they conquered most of the

civilized western world, the Greeks remained their intellect
ual mentors.

Three aspects of the Roman history will serve

to illustrate their contribution to the growth of rhetoric.
Rhetorica ad Herennium was published about 86 B.C.
For centuries it was thought to be the work of Cicero, but
that now seems very unlikely.

Regardless of authorship,

it was a very important book, supposedly the first system
atic treatment of prose Latin.

It is Aristotle reduced to

lists of divisions that were palatable to the young Roman
students.

It is the source of much terminology and formulaic

processes that were to be memorized by millions of students
in the centuries ahead: Inventio, Dispositio, Elocutio,
Memoria, and Pronuntiatio; Exordium, Narratio, Divisio,
Confirmatio, Confutatio, and Conclusio.

Strangely, Ad

Herennium never did become a popular book in the Roman
educational system, but it was to be the fountainhead for
the countless other books on rhetoric that would be written.
Cicero is perhaps the name that is most synonymous with
the concept of the eloquent Roman orator.

Cicero was,

first and foremost, an outstanding orator, but he was also
a statesman, an author, an artist, an educator.

"The most

eminent orator of Roman civilization, he wrote more than any
other orator has ever written on rhetoric; and historically
he has been more than any other an ideal and model" (Baldwin,
p. 37).
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In his main work on rhetoric, De Oratore, Cicero adds
the insight and understanding of an experienced and talented
orator, but the actual material of the book is basically
Aristotelian.

In Book One he places a good deal of emphasis,

as did Aristotle, on the necessity of the orator developing
an almost universal knowledge of all subjects.

His program

to train the orator is designed to produce a man who could
write and speak competently and authoritatively on any
possible subject, the ideal that was to become the basis of
the liberal education centuries later.

Cicero's ideas were

not new; for him it was a matter of placing emphasis on what
he felt was important in the well established rhetorical
tradition.

His forceful and eloquent manner of re-vitalizing

these ideas is the element that has made Cicero memorable in
the annals of man.
Cicero was an eclectic.

With the possible exception

of the Brutus, the contents of all his works
originate in the contributions of his predecessors
and contemporaries.

However, he embellished the

old, saying it so much better that it took on a
character of finality.

(Thonssen, p. 82)

A third important influence of the Roman period was a
man named Quintilian.

As a young man he studied law and

practiced as a pleader, but he was more interested in teach
ing, the vocation which he pursued for most of his life, and
that very successfully.

He was acknowledged as the out-
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standing teacher of Rome and in 88 A .D . was placed in charge
of the "first public school of Rome."

Several years later

he retired from teaching to devote all his efforts to his
major work, Institutio Oratoria, which was published about
95 A.D.

His efforts were successful.

throughout the Roman Empire.

Institutio was used

In the twelfth century it

became popular in France and England and again in the
fourteenth century; it continued in popularity as a school
textbook in both Europe and America until the middle of the
nineteenth century.

One can only speculate as to how many

other imitations and related textbooks it spawned.
Institutio is a very ambitious book, a philosophy of
education, a systematic study of rhetoric, an introduction
to the study of literature, and, finally, a catechism out
lining the moral duties of the orator.

It is a compilation

of years of teaching experience by a man who was a very
dedicated educator; it is the reaction of a noble soul to
the moral decay that had begun to creep into the fiber of
the Roman society.
This blending of moral purpose and artistic skill
is emphasized throughout the whole book.

For this

reason, the Institutio Oratoria is perhaps the
most ambitious single treatise on education which
the ancient world produced.

Each section of the

book is built around the ideal of the perfect
citizen-orator.

In fact, Quintilian defines
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oratory itself as vir bonus dicendi peritus—
"The good man speaking well." (Murphy, p. XI)
Certainly one of the reasons for the book's longevity
as a standard textbook was the fact that it set such a high
moral tone; many of the schools, especially in England and
America, were controlled by Churchmen.
whole explanation.

But that is not the

Quintilian picks up where Cicero left

off on the concept of educating the whole man.

Institutio

Oratoria is the framework for a liberal education.

Rhetoric

is important only as a tool, not as an end in itself.

But

rhetoric is important, and it is perhaps through the in
fluence of this book, more than any other cause, that the
precepts of classical rhetoric were transmitted down through
the centuries.
When the Graeco-Roman-Hebrew traditions melted into
what we call the Christian era, there was a lack of interest
in rhetoric; it amounted to a distrust, a contempt, for the
art that had become synonymous with Sophistry.

Although

many of the early Church Fathers and leaders had been trained
in classical rhetoric, they found themselves denouncing the
smooth artifice of rhetoric in favor of the simply stated
truths of the gospel.

The truth itself would move the

hearer; it did not depend on the embellished style of the
preacher.

In St. Jerome— himself once accused of being

more Ciceronian than Christian— we find the final judgment:
the word of God is to be delivered in simplicity, no need
for the "pomp of rhetoric"; the Christian preacher was simply
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to understand and deliver the truth without the empty dis
play of rhetoric.

The slickery of the Sophists had nothing

to do with the simple message of Christ.
St. Augustine was one exception to this spirit of
Christian simplicity.

He felt that rhetoric could be used

as a means of persuading men to lead a holy life, and hence
he concludes that rhetoric is a fitting compliment to the
message of the gospel.

Augustine had been a student and

then a teacher of sophistic rhetoric before his conversion
to Christianity.

In his book, Doctrina Christiana, he laid

the groundwork for what was to become the rhetoric of the
sermon— ars dictaminis— or homiletics.

He rejects the

sophistic emphasis on style and the other elements of dis
play and bases himself on the more comprehensive rhetoric
of Cicero.

Medieval Rhetoric

The turmoil of the early medieval period, the collapse
of the Roman Empire, the devastating invasions of the
Germanic and Asiatic tribes, did stifle the general interest
in education and intellectual pursuits.

A limited form of

education survived mostly in the monastic communities.

And

yet this age spawned some of the basic principles that would
dictate the format of education when it was revived again in
the late medieval period.
the educational system.

Rhetoric remained the basis of
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In the sixth century Matianus Capella wrote a handbook
that dealt with the seven liberal arts as the basis of
education: Grammar, Dialectic, and Rhetoric (the Trivium),
and Music, Arithmetic, Geometry, and Astronomy (the Quadrivium).

This frame work became the gospel of education

throughout the medieval period and well beyond.

In many

ways, the fifth and sixth centuries established the founda
tions of our modern western world.
The period from Theodosius to Charlemagne is of
the utmost importance to the European tradition.
Among its writers are the great personalities
whom the American scholar E. K. Rand has called
the "founders of the Middle Ages."

Not only

Jerome and Augustine, but also the first great
Christian poet, Prudentius, and the first
Christian general historian, Orosius, live on into
the fifth century.

About 400 Macrobius and Servius

lay the foundations for medieval Virgilian exe
gesis, and Martianus Capella produces a handbook
of the seven liberal arts which the Middle Ages
accepts as authoritative.

The years 450 to 480

see the voluminous work in prose and verse of Gaul
Sidonius, who greatly influenced the Middle Ages.
Of the sixth century, W. P. Ker has said:

"Almost

everything that is common to the Middle Ages, and
much that lasts beyond the Renaissance, is to be
found in the authors of the sixth century."
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Boethius belongs to the sixth century (d. 524).
Through his translation of some of Aristotle's
logical treatises he furnished the West with
material for an intellectual training which was
a preparation for Scholasticism.

His Consolatio

Philosophiae, written in prison, is a book which
has refreshed innumerable minds, even down to our
own day— the only work of late Roman Antiquity which
has been translated into German in the twentieth
century.

In the sixth century too falls the founda

tion of Western monasticism by St. Benedict.

Then

comes the extensive literary activity of Cassiodorus (490-583), whose principal works are links
in the medieval chain of tradition. (Curtius,
pp. 22, 23)
One notable rhetorical development did come to the fore
ground during the medieval period, the art of letter writing—
ars dictaminis.

As order and civilization were restored in

the mid medieval period, there was a strong demand for in
formation which could be sent from one community to another,
from one merchant to another.

This demand gave rise to the

rhetoric of letter writing as well as the writing of official
documents, decrees, etc.

The letter was perhaps the pre

dominant mode of expression in the late medieval period.
Most diplomatic and business affairs were carried on primari
ly through written documents and hence the need for efficiency
and accuracy.

Countless textbooks were written both in Latin
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and the vernaculars with endless examples of good letter
styles; schools boys were drilled endlessly on the exercises
and formulae of letter writing.

The popularity of the ars

dictaminis persisted well into the seventeenth century.
It does point up the slow shift from the spoken word to the
written word; rhetoric became more and more concerned with
the written word.
It must be remembered that during the last half of the
medieval period (1100 to 1350) Latin was the most common
language used throughout European countries.
During the second half of the Middle Ages, Latin
continued to be the dominant international lang
uage of Western Civilization.

It was not only

the undisputed language of the official church,
but most of the legal documents were also written
in Latin.

In fact, for most correspondence,

whether religious, diplomatic, legal, or commercial,
Latin was the medium.

(Balcziunas, p. 63)

But it must also be remembered that this was Medieval
Latin, not Classical.

Latin had been serving all of Western

Civilization in a very functional capacity for almost a
thousand years and in the process it had degenerated as a
language.

It had lost a good deal of its pristine clarity

and beauty in the market place, in the churches, in the
taverns.
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Throughout the long centuries of the Middle Ages,
Latin had developed into a language quite different
from its classical form.

Latin had become,

basically, the language of the Church and as
such had had to fulfill a unique, very specialized
function.

Liturgy, hymns, prayers, sermons, etc.

had required an extensive new vocabulary as well
as structural changes.

In addition, Latin had

become the language of all types of intellectual
pursuits and of the newly developing secular
administrations of the royal courts and city govern
ments.

Around the eighth century, Latin had ceased

to be the native language of people.

Spoken only

as a second language by people of vastly differing
language backgrounds, it had become "vulgarized,"
simplified and enriched at the same time.

Thus

Latin had undergone a definite change that clearly
distinguished it from its classical form.

It had

become medieval Latin, an easy target for the
puristic humanists who set up classical Latin as
their measure of linguistic perfection. (Balcziunas
p. 51)
The Renaissance Era

By the late fourteenth century the effects of the
Renaissance were spread throughout Europe and England.

It

was a time of turmoil again, but a turmoil that is interest
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ing and exciting:

the new world has been found, the usable

printing press has been invented, science has begun anew,
art and architecture have blossomed, education has been re
established.

It was also a time of revived interest in the

art of rhetoric, but, it should be noted, a rhetoric that
was modeled on the principles of rhetoric that had been the
basis of the classical Latin of ancient Rome.

The Re

naissance intellectuals were dedicated to Latin and were
concerned with the restoration of the classical rhetorical
principles.
However, even though Latin remained the common tongue
of the intellectual world well into the sixteenth century,
English had come into its own.

It was no longer the

original Celtic that had been spoken by the early natives
of the land.

There had been changes, practically as many

changes as there had been invaders who had swept over the
land: Romans, Saxons, Jutes, Anglos, Danes, Vikings, and
Normans.

The form of English that finally emerged from all

of this had bits and pieces from each of the others, but the
final conglomerate is a language which is unique among them
all.
In the late Medieval and the early Renaissance there
was a strange transition of the European languages.

There

was a resurgence of interest in both classical Latin and
Greek.

It was, however, the Latin of Cicero and Virgil, not

the medieval Latin that had come to be the common language
of so much of Europe.

In place of this common Latin there
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was a new interest in the vernacular languages.

With the

passing of the feudal social order there came a new middle
class citizen, the merchant, the trader, the businessman.
There was a growing spirit of nationalism, and this was
accompanied by a surge of interest in the vernacular
languages.

Even within the Church there was a demand for

translations of the Latin Vulgate and demands for the use of
the vernacular in the liturgy.

Classical Latin as a tool

for reading the newly re-discovered Roman writers was very
much in demand; but medieval Latin as a common tongue was
giving way to the use of the vernaculars.
During this resurgence of classical interest there was
also an increase in the demand for education at the pre
university level.

The middle class, with its new found

wealth, wanted an education for their children, the type of
education that had been generally reserved for the nobility,
the clergy, and a handful of clerks.

The influence of the

classics on this education was very strong.

The basis of

the curriculum was rhetoric; the authors of the textbooks
were the Roman writers themselves or the new Renaissance
scholars steeped in the classical tradition.

In England,

for example, the brilliant Dutch scholar, Erasmus, was a
dominant figure.
Although Erasmus only spent five years in England,
he happened to be there when Dean Colet began St. Paul's
Cathedral School in London.

At the Dean's request, Erasmus

wrote the textbooks for the young students.

In 1512 he

published De Ratione Studii and De Duplici Copia Verborum
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ac Rerum; ten years later he completed his Modus Conscribendi Epistolas, his contribution to the art of letter writing.
These books had a strong influence on the shaping of English
school curriculum for the next four centuries.

Erasmus was

a dedicated classical scholar and this is reflected in his
works.

He does not add anything new to the concepts of

classical rhetoric; he simply re-kindles an interest in it.
One of the hallmarks of the Renaissance was the adula
tion that was paid to the "pagan” writers of antiquity.
Because of the influence of such humanists as Erasmus,
Asham, More, and Newton, the classical works of the GraecoRoman world slowly became part of the Christian culture, a
highly respected part of that culture.

Rhetoric was the

core of the educational structure; two of the most popular
textbooks used were Ad Herennium, the Roman rhetoric pub
lished in 86 B.C., and the De Copia of Erasmus, another
classical rhetoric text that was published in at least one
hundred and fifty editions.
Part of the Renaissance movement was a strong surge
towards regionalism and nationalism.

This was accompanied

by a new interest in the vernacular languages and a shift
away from the use of Latin and Greek.

Since it would be

beyond the scope of this study to trace the development of
each of the European languages, the focus will be on the
growth of English and only those Continental ideas which
were a direct influence on English.
One rather strange phenomenon in the early development
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of modern English is the Latin influence.

The trend was

away from the use of Latin, yet there was the strong revival
of interest in the classical Latin authors.

Many Renaissance

authors reconciled the contradiction by imposing Latin
vocabulary and Latin style on their English writings.
Authors whose education and interests were pre
dominantly classical were finding it more and more
possible in the sixteenth century to write in
English.

Some of them, however, were not quite

satisfied with the resources of their native lang
uage.

They felt that things could be much

improved by using learned Latin words in English
contexts, and they did not hesitate to do so.
Some felt also that the character of English
writing could be greatly improved by submission
to the precepts and examples of ancient rhetori
cians.

Not all literate people shared this

attitude, but there was a sufficient interest in
it to bring about a pronounced effect upon the
English style and vocabulary.

(Gordon, p. 166)

Beginning of Modern English

There is, of course, no definitive date for the
beginning of what we now term "Modern English."

Most

authorities do agree that it is in the late Renaissance
period, specifically the last half of the fifteenth century.
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James D. Gordon in the book quoted above would almost like
to say it coincides with the establishment of Caxton's
printing press at Westminster in 1476.

With reproduction

so readily available, there was suddenly a great demand for
information for more people, and most of these people did
not know Latin and Greek.

The intellectually elite continue

to write in Latin, but it is for an ever diminishing
audience.

Others see the rise of modern English as the

response to the educational needs of the day.

The ever ex

panding— and ever richer— middle class demanded education
for their children.

But these were the merchants, the

traders, the businessmen, and they wanted their children
educated to take their place in the business world; there
the language in use was English, not Latin.
In response to the many demands the vernacular rhetorics
developed in different directions.

Edward Corbett classifies

them under three main groupings:
(1)

the Traditionalists— those who taught a
full-fledged rhetoric, with attention given
to the five parts: invention, arrangement,
style, memory, and delivery;

(2)

the Ramists— those who assigned invention
and arrangement to the province of logic and
allocated only style and delivery to rhetoric;

(3)

the Figurists— those whose primary, if not
exclusive, interest centered on the study of
the schemes and tropes.

(Corbett, p. 549)
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Corbett then goes on at length to explain that the
differences between these three schools of thought was much
more a matter of pedagogy, not a difference concerning the
fundamentals of rhetoric.

They are still all classical

rhetoricians differing only on how the subject should be
broken down and where the emphasis should be placed.
Several vernacular rhetorics were written in England
in the first half of the sixteenth century, but they could
not compete with the popular Latin rhetorics.

The first

English rhetoric that was used extensively was Thomas
Wilson's The Arte of Rhetorique published in 1553.

This

book is very much in the pattern of the Traditionalists;
it deals with the five elements of rhetoric, the seven parts
of an oration, the three kinds of oratory, the disposition
and figures of amplification and, finally, elocution or
style.

It is not a mere transliteration of the Latin texts;

it is written in a flowing English prose style; but its
doctrine is definitely Ciceronian.

And it was influential:

"G. H. Mair, who has published a handsome modern edition of
this rhetoric, says of Wilson that he was one of the Cambridge
men 'who . . . did much to mould the course of the Renaissance
in England on its pedagogic side and who had no inconsiderable
influence on the development of English prose'" (Corbett, p.
550).

It did begin the slow transition from the classical

language to English as the proper study of rhetoric.
Peter Ramus, a Frenchman, merely re-divided the subject
matter of rhetoric.

He felt that grammar should be removed
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from the traditional Trivium; invention and arrangement
should be treated under the topic of logic.

According to

Ramus rhetoric proper should deal with nothing but style
and delivery.

Again there is no fundamental change from the

precepts of classical rhetoric, simply a re-division of the
subject areas.

His ideas were introduced in England by Omar

Talon in his book Rhetorica.

This book became very popular

with the English schoolmasters because of its brevity and
its simplicity in dealing with the subject of rhetoric.
The Figurists were those who felt that the ultimate
weapon of the rhetorician was in the emphasis of schemes and
tropes.

It turned out to be an over-emphasis that distorted

rather than clarified the ideas of the writers.

The undue

emphasis can be seen in the very titles of the works pro
duced by the Figurist authors, e.g. Thomas Peacham's The
Garden of Eloquence, Conteyning the Figures of Grammer and
Rhetorick.

Perhaps the best remembered author of the

Figurist movement was John Lily with his exaggerated figures
in Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit.
As diversification became more common in the seventeenth
century, the question arose about the establishment of the
ultimate canon of good rhetoric.

Who was to be the ultimate

authority and judge of good style? Concommitant with this
problem was the confusion of the distinction between rhetoric
and poetics; the line between them became very obscure.

This

gave rise to a whole new emphasis on literary criticism
concerning the validity of poetics.

Already at the turn of
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the century Sir Philip Sidney had published his Defense
of Poesy/ an attempt to justify the value of poetry on the
grounds that in some matters of truth the poet is far
superior to the philosopher or the mathematician; it is
only through the imagination of the poet that man is able
to understand certain truths.
Another important movement of the seventeenth century
was that of a new group of intellectuals, the scientists of
Francis Bacon's world.

They had no use for the ornate, high

ly mannered Ciceronian style.

They wanted to see the develop

ment of a simple scientific style modelled on Seneca rather
than Cicero, a clean, terse, precise style without ornamen
tation.

In his Advancement of Learning Bacon makes the

distinction between intellect and imagination with the
latter definitely subservient to the former, thus promoting
the Ramistic separation of logic and rhetoric and advocating
the precedence of the res— the idea— over the mere verba—
the style.
Although the Royal Society continued to promote its
concept of simplicity— "Eloquence ought to be banished out
of all civil societies; it is fatal to peace and good
manners"— it did not prevail with this extreme position.
Perhaps John Dryden should be cited as the writer of happy
compromise.

He wrote with a simple colloquial style based

on his principle that propriety is the basis of style, i.e.,
the language and the style must fit the occasion, the
subject, and the persons of the audience.

His emphasis is
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on the use of English words rather than the latinized; his
goal is to attain naturalness, ease, and spontaneity in
writing.

Many critics refer to him as the father of modern

English prose style.
It has been said of this essay (An Essay of
Dramatic Poesy) that modern English prose begins
here.

Dryden writes like a man talking— a very

gifted man, talking uncommonly well.
in his style.

His mind is

English prose became a crisper,

tauter thing for the example he set; and these
qualities were achieved by him with no loss of
charm.

(Spencer, p. 815)

Dryden tried to find Aristotle's "mean" between the
pomposity of Euphusistic bombast and the mathematical
formulations of the scientists.
It was in this same period, the first part of the
eighteenth century, that there was an almost fanatical
adulation of the classical writers: the neoclassical age of
Swift, Pope, Johnson, and followers.

Their models were a

litany of the ancients: Aristotle, Quintilian, Cicero,
Horace, Longinus.

They were convinced that if English were

to become a valid and permanent form of expression, it would
have to be patterned on the precepts of the ancients.
Midway in the century the trend toward
classicism culminated in the publication of two
works of very considerable importance: John
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Lawson's Lectures Concerning Oratory (1752) and
John Ward's A System of Oratory (1759).

Both are

printings of academic lectures . . . both present
in great detail, and without any significant modi
fications, the principles and methods of the classiccal rhetoric.

Ward's System, which covers more

than eight hundred pages, may be regarded as the
most complete statement of ancient rhetorical doc
trine ever written in English. (Crocker, pp. 299,300)
The first principle of neoclassicism was that of
imitation.

If one was to write correctly and lucidly, he

must imitate the classical precepts and the classical
truths; phrase them in new and interesting manners, but
simply imitate what has already been done by the ancients.
The new interesting manner was the heroic couplet.

In the

Battle of the Books Swift defended this adulation of the
ancients, summarized in his allegorical encounter between
the bee and the spider.

Pope confirmed the stand in his

Essay on Criticism where he set down the tenets of critical
theory based on the assumption that they come to us
from the principle of nature.

True art is an imitative art;

nature is the original, art the copy.

The ancients have

already unlocked the secrets of nature, and hence current
art was the process of reflecting those answers.
Consequently, neoclassicism was an art form that
emphasized the perfection of a style that was classical, its
sheer intellectual appeal, its lack of emotion and imagina-
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ion.

It was formal, it was didactic, it dealt with uni

versal truths.

Generally, it was a mere adaptation of the

classical ideas to the world of the eighteenth century.

School Tradition Grammar

It is also this period that gave birth to the English
grammar book.

There was a need for a standard of correct

construction, especially for the neo-classicists with their
penchant for rules and rigid form.

Samuel Johnson's A

Dictionary of the English Language was published in 1755
providing a guideline for correct diction.

Five years later

this was followed by a rash of grammars attempting to
establish the same authoritative stance concerning con
struction: Joseph Priestley's The Rudiments of English
Grammar (1761), Robert Lowth's Short Introduction to English
Grammar (1762), James Buchanan's The British Grammar (1762),
John Ash's Grammatical Institutes (1763), William Ward's
Grammar of the English Language (1765).

Most of these early

grammarians had a strong classical bias " . . .

most of the

compilers of English grammars came equipped for their task
only with a knowledge of the classical languages and tried to
keep as many of the traditional concepts as could be fitted
to a more analytic language" (Baugh, p. 330).
It was here that the concept of prescriptive grammar
began/and many of the arbitrary decisions made by these
authors were to become the iron clad rules of the future.
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"To prescribe and to proscribe seem to have been co-ordinate
aims of the grammarians.

Many of the conventions now

accepted and held up as preferable in our handbooks were
first stated in this period.

The distinction between lie

and lay was apparently first specifically made in the second
half of the eighteenth century" (Baugh, p. 335).

Although

most of these grammarians did pay lip service to the concept
that usage was the ultimate norm for judging correct grammar,
as it turned out their prescriptions became the rigid set of
rules that was to govern the correct usage of English for
the next two hundred years.
One other development of the eighteenth century was
the final division of rhetoric.

Peter Ramus had consigned

invention and arrangement to the field of logic leaving
style and delivery to the field of rhetoric.
two were split into distinct fields.

Now these last

Style became the

emphasis of the literary people, the writers, the scholars,
the critics, while a new discipline grew up around the
emphasis of delivery and took on the Anglo-saxonized term
Elocution.

The first prominent "speech teacher" was Thomas

Sheridan, a professional actor, father of the famed play
wright Richard Sheridan.
The most popular and probably the most rep
resentative of his printed works was Lectures on
Elocution (1762) .

This book, which is a compila

tion of seven of his public lectures, deals ex
clusively with the problems of delivery—
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articulation, pronunciation, accent, emphasis,
tone, pause, pitch, voice control, and gesture
. . . . He is the chief figure in the late-eighteenth century elocutionary movement which resulted
in the shift of meaning of elocution from style to
delivery and in the later vogue of the "elocution
contest" in the schools. (Corbett, p. 562)
This period marks the end of an era.

For two thousand

years the art of rhetoric had served as the skeletal basis
for the various educational systems from the Greek academy
to the

neoclassical classroom.

adequate.

Now it was no longer

Rhetoric would now deal more specifically with

the matter of written literature— composition— and its
meaning— criticism.

The Belle Lettres Movement

Concurrent with the development of the neoclassical
scholars, there arose a similar school of thought, the
belletristic scholars.

They too embraced the principles of

Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian, but they also incorporated
relevant social and behavioral science information into their
writing; writing did not have to be a mere slavish imitation
of what the classical writers had already done.
was not just an intellectual machine.

To them man

Boileau, for example,

spoke of the "sublime" as the subject of literature and
acknowledged that one of the sources of knowing the sublime
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was the inspiration of emotion.

They did not reject the

precepts of classical style, the demand for decorum and
propriety, the sacrosanct admiration of form, but they did
take the first steps toward the freedom and spontaneity
that was soon to be the hallmark of the Romantic movement
with its emphasis on emotion, inspiration, and imagination.
Hugh Blair, a Scottish scholar, was perhaps the out
standing spokesman for this Belle Lettres school.

He

published his lectures in a book called Elements of
Criticism in 1762, and for a period of over a hundred years,
covering most of the nineteenth century, this book went
through one hundred and twenty editions in English, as well
as being translated into most of the western European
languages.

It deals with all the areas of modern rhetoric:

criticism and taste, the language itself, style, eloquence,
and literary themes.

His foundation was still classical

rhetoric; his ramifications were aimed at contemporary human
concerns.

Most other textbooks written during this period

were based on the outline of Elements of Criticism, making
it one of the most academically influential books of the
nineteenth century.
A second influential scholar of this period was a
second Scotsman, George Campbell, who was the spokesman for
a group known as the Epistomological thinkers.

They felt

that it was their task to reconcile the advances of science
with the expressions of literature, i.e., of how to bring
the scientific community, with its emphasis on human
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experience, into the realm of literature.

Campbell

addressed himself to this problem in his book The Philosophy
of Rhetoric.

The classical precepts of rhetoric were still

basic, but they had to be adapted to the better understanding
of what constituted the whole man.
ing the scope of literature:

He did this by broaden

a book can be directed to

enlighten the mind, or to please the imagination, or to
move the passions, or to influence the will.

He reverses

the Aristotelian concept that rhetoric is a mere offshoot
of dialectic; on the contrary, logic is to be a tool of
rhetoric.
These two men, Blair and Campbell, were the dominant
influence on rhetoric throughout the late eighteenth and
most of the nineteenth centuries.

Perhaps a third should

be included, Richard Whately, whose book Elements of
Rhetoric, published in 1828, was a return to the defense
of Aristotle's concept of the basic role of logic in
rhetoric.

Again, it was not an original concept, but rather

a modern adaptation of the classical principles to
contemporary writing.
These three men also mark the end of popular interest
in the classical principles as the basis of western
rhetoric as it was being taught in the schools of Europe,
England, and America.

Their books continued to be used

throughout the century; they served as models for the
twentieth century books that are still being written and
used.

But since their time a real interest in classical
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rhetoric has been on the wane.

During the 1920's and

1930's Francis P. Donnelly produced a whole series of
secondary and college textbooks which boasted of a classic
al flavor, but in a new form.

This new form is still the

core of the majority of writing manuals that are coming
off the presses to this day.

The student has to master

four basic types of writing: exposition, description, narra
tion, and argumentation.

The glue that holds any of these

forms together is the sacred triumvirate: unity, coherence,
and emphasis, all in accord, presumably, with the gospel
of St. Aristotle.

Style was reduced to an almost obsessive

concern for diction and syntax: correct usage and correct
grammar.

Rhetoric was becoming a very negative art in the

incompetent hands of the twentieth century school marm,
fondly epitomized by the fit appellation "Miss Snark."
Her goal in life was to be certain that her students knew
when to capitalize a noun, when to use a comma and when a
semi-colon, when to use whom instead of who, how to use
the nominative case with personal pronouns after a linking
verb, and, of course, never to use ain't.
But at the same time that classical rhetoric was de
generating into a set of very rigid and negative rules,
stimulating developments were also happening.

In the

academic circles there were new insights that provided a
much fuller understanding of the functions of language.
This led to interesting new hypothesis about the whole art
of writing and the possibility of teaching students how to
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do it.

At the same time the professional writers had

spontaneously developed a new style, a loose, free-flowing
style that the literary critics were going to accept as the
form for modern style writing.
the subject of the next chapter.

These two developments are

CHAPTER III

The Evolution of Twentieth Century Style

It is convenient to say that the decline and the
eventual demise of interest in classical rhetoric began
after Whately; it is equally convenient to state that the
twentieth century style now in vogue is very different from
the classical style.

It is extremely difficult to pinpoint

the precise happenings or even the people responsible for
the changes that occurred during this century of transition.
The end product is obvious; the process of change is very
vague.
Even though the rhetoric books were still used well
into the nineteenth century, especially Blair, Campbell,
and Whately, the keen interest in classical rhetoric was on
the decline by the end of the eighteenth century.

What

arose from the ashes of classical rhetoric in the area of
composition was the emphasis on correct diction and the rules
of syntax.

The goal of this rhetoric became the four basic

forms of discourse, description, narration, exposition, and
argumentation; the guidelines for perfection of these forms
were the vaguely Aristotelian principles of unity, coherence,
and emphasis.

The name rhetoric remained, but the content

became the "School Tradition Handbook," the vast collection
49
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of rules and writing guidelines which purported to guarantee
the production of flawless classical prose.
Even though the term rhetoric continued to be used
through the nineteenth century, it is well to remember that
this was not the classical rhetoric of the previous
centuries.

It is more accurate to describe the off-shoots

of rhetoric with the new terminology that has been in
vented for them: literary criticism, elocution, linguistics,
grammar, composition, etc.

Modern Linguistics

With the passing of Latin as the universal language
of the western world, there was a new interest in the
study of language.

Nationalism developed more fully in

the seventeenth century, and with it came the emphasis on
the vernacular languages.

Rhetoric had been concerned

primarily with the application of the language; now there
was a good deal of curiosity about understanding the
structure of the languages themselves.
In the early eighteenth century it was still generally
held that all languages were ultimately derived from Hebrew,
the language of Adam and Eve before the disruptive incident
with the tower of Babel.

But by the end of the century

a British scholar, Sir William Jones, saw the remarkable
similarity between Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek and hazarded
a guess that all three came from a common source other than
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Hebrew.

This gave rise to a new branch of learning called

Comparative Philology.

By 1819 Jacob Grimm had published

his study of the laws governing the sound changes from one
Indo-European language to another.

His conclusions were

perhaps more important than his laws:
base for most western languages.

there was a common

This original language

was now seemingly extinct, but it was given the name IndoEuropean .
By the middle of the nineteenth century philology was
receiving a good deal of academic attention, and it spawned
a whole array of offspring: the neogrammarians, the
structuralists, the generativists; phonology, morphology,
transformationalism, seniology, diachronic linguistics,
linguistic typology, computational linguistics, dialect
ology, ethno-linguistics, mathematical linguistics, neuro
linguistics, philosophical linguistics, psycholinguistics,
and sociolinguistics.

And the list continues to grow.

To add to the confusion, the various schools of ling
uists were striving for different objectives.

European

scholars were more concerned with the abstract theoretical
understanding of the languages; American scholars were look
ing for theories that could be translatable into a system
that could be used to teach students to understand the
structure of language and, consequently, to use it more
efficiently.

There was, and still is, a good deal of

confusion about the precise meanings of terminology and
ideas.
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For the student, or the interested outsider,
the present ferment makes special difficulty.
There is a confusion of voices.
in linguistics shows near chaos.

Limited reading
It is very hard

to trace the areas of general agrement through
the conflicting positions on details.

Only close

familiarity with the literature, and with the
writers, can put it all in perspective and reveal
the fundamental unities.

It is no wonder that

many English teachers have had difficulty in under
standing what linguistics is. . . . The weeding
out of unneeded terminology is a process that goes
on unceasingly in every discipline (as indeed it
does in nontechnical subjects also).

But in

recent years in linguistics it has not been able
to keep up with the growth.

Unfortunately, there

is no suitable up-to-date dictionary to guide a
beginner.

A student must find his own way through

the jungle unassisted. (Gleason, p. 56)
However, the emphasis of this paper is to deal with
those theories that produced workable systems for teaching
the art of writing.

Since most of the developments listed

above deal directly with the process of understanding
language, only those which were translated into writing
systems will be examined: syntactic diagramming, trans
formation grammar, sentence combining, and generative
rhetoric.
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By the middle of the eighteenth century the writing
process had become immersed in the quagmire of grammar and
syntax, the "school tradition" as it is called.

This

stultifying imposition of rules and negations was to remain
the standard of good writing down to our own times and may
continue for some time yet.

(This author has received

eleven unsolicited publishers' copies of writing manuals
which are mere re-wordings of the school tradition grammars;
all were published in 1977-78.)
System after system was developed to make it easier for
the student to understand what the words were, and, second
ly, how they related to each other.

Some are simply graphic

positionings of the words in various schemes; others become
extremely complicated mathematical formulae, at times much
more complicated than the sentence structures they were
attempting to clarify.
one of three techniques.

Basically all of the systems follow
These three are perhaps best ex

plained by illustrating the differences with a simple
sentence:
The old man once had a talking parrot with
colored feathers.
The first approach to understanding this sentence is
to pick out the basic components: subject, verb, object-man, had, parrot.

The remainder of the sentence can then

be classified as modifiers of one or the other of these
main words.

"Old" modifies man; "once" modifies the verb
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"had"; "a talking" and "with colored feathers" modifies
parrot.

This system is perhaps the simplest and is still

used in a good share of the school grammars to this day.
The term "sentence base" or "clause base" is used to refer
to the subject-verb-object combination.
The second system used the same basic division: subjectverb-object, but it includes all of the modifiers with
each of the elements.

Hence the sentence would be divided:

"The old man," "once had," and "a talking parrot with
colored feathers."
distinctions.

Each element is then subject to further

The whole element is referred to as a phrase,

the "noun phrase" or the "verb phrase"; the basic word of
each phrase is called the "head word."

The main elements

of the entence, subject, verb, object, are called "slots";
the modifiers are called "fillers."
The third system divides the sentence into only two
parts: subject and predicate.

"The old man" and "once had

a talking parrot with colored feathers."

These two elements

are called the; "immediate constituents" (IC's) or "pattern
parts."

All of the components of the sentence— subject,

verb, object--are present, but they are no longer three
distinct elements of equal importance, as they are in the
two systems above.
Perhaps the best place to begin a survey of the
twentieth century applications of grammar is with the system
of diagramming.

In 1877 Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg

published a book called Higher Lessons in English.

It intro-
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duced the concept of diagramming the sentence; it is pretty
much the same format that we find in textbooks still being
published to the present day.

To use the sentence from

above as an illustration:

It is a system designed around the first approach to
grammar listed above: separation of the main element words
from all their modifiers.

It is an immediate graphic

emphasis of the main elements of the sentence as well as
a convenient grouping of the various modifiers around their
head words.

It is also a relatively simple scheme, at

least for diagramming the fundamental sentence structures.
The diagrams are as follows:
Boys

run

Subject and verb with no compliment.

Dogs

chase

cats

House |

is

They

picked

warm

Subject, verb, and direct
object.
Subject, verb, and predicate
compliment.
leader

Jim

Subject, verb,
objective com
pliment, and
direct object.
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There are, of course, more complications in the
diagramming schemes as the sentences become more involved,
but it does remain a fairly workable system affording the
student the opportunity to thoroughly diagnose the functions
of each of the words and to see the relationships of the
words to one another and the whole of the sentence.

It has

been criticized by some for its artificiality, for imposing
this enormously complicated superstructure on the simple
English sentence; but then it has also been scorned and
ignored by the professional linguists as being to super
ficial to be of any benefit.

Despite the criticism it has

been used extensively in the American school system for the
past one hundred years and is still being used in some of
the grammars being published at present.
The second system listed above spawned a number of
diagram systems that were designed to graphically emphasize
the relationships of words within the sentence.

This is

illustrated by the following:

The

old

man

#

had

a

talking

parrot

with

colored

feathers.
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The formula of this diagram is that each horizontal
line represents a construction and each vertical line a
constituent.

Hence the top horizontal lines are the

ultimate constituents, the words, and the bottom line is
the ultimate construction, the sentence.

There are several

other different forms which use this basic graphic approach,
but it has not gained the popularity of the Reed-Kellogg
system.
Another development in the area of structural grammar
was the concept of "cutting."

This is based on the fact

that a better syntactic analysis of a sentence could be made
by separating the various elements.
of the third system described above.

It follows the lines
The following divisions

should be made: 1) cut any sequence signals, 2) cut any
adverbial clause at the beginning of a sentence, 3) cut
subject from predicate, 4) cut all modifiers from head noun
of subject, 5) cut all modifiers from predicate verb, and
6) cut all word groups that were treated as single units.
This type of dissection will give a more precise idea of
just what function each element performs, and at the same
time will emphasize its relationship to the sentence as a
whole.

Complicated and time consuming as it is, it did

find its way into several very reputable textbooks such as
Charles Fries' American English Grammar (1940) and Paul
Robert's Patterns of English (1956).
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Transformational Grammar

The next step in the development of structural grammar
came in 1957 with the publication of two books: Zellig
Harris1 Co-occurance and Transformations in Linguistic
Structures and Noam Chomsky's Syntactic Structures.

It

gave rise to what is now known as Transformational Grammar.
The concept is based on the fact that if we analyze
sentence structures closely enough we will understand that
meaning depends on the relationship of words to one another.
The "kernel" types, as Harris calls them, are the subjectobject combinations.

Phrases, for example, are transforma

tions of these kernel expressions; "the colorful sunset"
is a transform of "the sunset is colorful."

The following

summary of the basic rules of transformational grammar will
serve to illustrate the complexities of the system.
. . . a generative grammar has three components:
(a) a phrase-structure of immediate-constituent
component,

(b) a transformational component

operating on the terminal strings of (a), and
(c) a morphophonemic component producing the
final phonemic or phonetic output.

Phrase-

structure rules are of the type X-*Y (->-= "goes
to") in environment WZ or, more briefly X+Y /WZ.
These rules operate on a very few basic sentence
types, which Harris called kernels.

They are:
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NP + aux + Vi (+ adv)
.
NP + aux + Vt + NP (+ adv)
NP +
NP +
NP +
NP +
NP

The man went (away).
Bill did strike John
(yesterday).
aux + be + NP (+ adv) The man is a fool (in
all respects).
aux + be + adj (+ adv) The book is interesting
(generally).
aux + be (+ adv)
Mary is (away).
aux + Vio + NP +
John gave Bill the word
(+ adv)
(today).

NP + aux + Vs + adj (+ adv) It smells good (now).
(adj = adjective; adv = adverb; aux = auxiliary [tense,
modal]; NP = nominal phrase; Vi = intransitive verb;
Vio = verb with indirect object; Vs = verb of sensation;
Vt = transitive verb.)
The rules of derivation for a simple sentence as The
hippogriff loved the mermaid deeply are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

#S # ■+NP + VP
NP -+ D + N
D •+ the
N ->-hippogriff, mermaid
V P -> aux + MV (+ adv)
aux past
MV + Vt + NP
Vt -*■ love
adv -*■deeply

(S = sentence; -*■= rewrite as; D = determiner; N = noun;
MV = main verb.)
These nine rules can readily be transposed into a
tree diagram.
The second and obviously most important component
is the transformational one consisting of T (transforma
tional) rules.

Such rules are of the form:

A + B + A + B + C
(expansion)
A + B ->A (deletion)
A + B B + A
(permutation)

the hippogriff loved
the hippogriff did love
the hippogriff loved deeply
the hippogriff loved
the hippogriff will love
will the hippogriff love
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(Actually there are more:
(3) A + B -* C.)

(1) A + B; (2) A ->•B + C;

or combinations of the above three:
A + B-*-B+A + C

the hippogriff loved the mermaid
the mermaid was loved by the
hippogriff

Transformational (T) rules also include rules
of the phrase structure (PS) type and are able
to do everything that PS rules do and more besides
They are thus considered to be inherently more
powerful.

A common transformational rule in

English, and many languages, is the passive
transform Tp as in the last type listed above or:
NP x

+ aux + Vt + NP 2 (Mary divorced John) ->NP2

+ aux + be + Vt + en + by + NPX (John was divorced
by Mary).

In a Latin sentence like puer puellam

amat, with six possible arrangements (puellam amat
puer, amat puellam puer, etc., all meaning "[the]
boy loves [the] girl"), we have six optional
transforms.

The passive transformation of the

above (a puero puella amatur, meaning " [the] girl
is loved by [the] boy") likewise has six.

Adject

ive noun phrases in English are transformations
of noun + be + adjective, as, the beret is green,
the green beret.
After the T rule operations have been performed
the morphemes, morphophonemes, phonemes (or phones
for some transformationalists) are derived by
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processes similar to PS rules.

The lower levels

are derived through distinctive features.

(Austin)

If this author may venture an opinion at this point,
it would be to the effect that "Why use a telephone pole
to swat a fly?"

As a linguist's tool transformational

grammar is fine; as a tool for teaching students how to
write it has to be ranked as an over-kill.

As one critic,

L. M. Myers, summarizes it:
It must be admitted that both the phonological
syntax of Trager and Smith and the transforma
tional syntax of Chomsky are extremely ingenious,
and that they both offer some interesting in
sights.

But in spite of the wild claims of some

zealots, neither one offers the slightest prospect
of developing into a generally useful syntax.
With all their differences they share two major
defects.

Both over-generalize from very small

samples of evidence, and both assume a degree of
regularity in the use of English that simply does
not exist.

In the end they turn out to be descrip

tions not of the ways the language is used but of
a way it might be.

(Myers, p. 28)

However, some of the concepts of transformational
grammar were very helpful in developing the subsequent
systems of teaching writing that did grow out of the new
consciousness of linguistics.

But before looking into these
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last two systems, sentence combining and generative
rhetoric, it will be necessary to go back to the beginning
of the twentieth century and examine what was happening to
the writing style of the professional writers outside the
halls of academe.

Non-Academic Developments of Style

John Dryden has often been called the father of modern
style.

To some extent this is true.

He was certainly not

comparable to his contemporaries in sentence structure.

As

we can see from an analysis of his writing (see Appendix A ) ,
his base clause average is 12.3 words, his T-units 19.1
words.

This is about one half the length of Samuel Johnson's

whose base clauses average 24.6 words and his T-units 38.8
words.

At the time Dryden defended his style as being a

compromise between the euphuistic bombast of the classicists
and the sterile mathematical symbolism of the scientists.
Unwittingly, he laid the foundations for our modern style.
One other neo-classical writer used a very similar
style.

Jonathan Swift uses the same terseness in his prose

style; his base clauses average 13.2 words, his T-units 21.0
words.

What is even more surprising with Swift is the variety

of constructions he uses in his free modifiers.

Besides

the expected subordinate clauses, relative clauses, and
prepositional phrases, he uses verbal phrases, absolutes,
and noun phrases frequently.

Also his ratio of free modifiers
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to base clause is closer to modern practice than it is to
eighteenth century style.
However, classical style continued to be taught
throughout the nineteenth century, and it isn't until the
turn of the century that writers began to drift from the
strictures of the classical form.
Away from classical form to what?

To a looser, more

natural form, a free flowing accumulation of graphic details
which describe the general idea talked about in the base
clause.

This new sentence style resembles, in some ways,

what the school grammars refer to as the "run on" or the
"rambling" sentence; the difference is that it rambles on
with neat orderliness and logical sequence.

It resembles

our actual way of talking, with all of the interruptions,
the pauses for thought, the clarification of general state
ments with more precise details.

"Gee Hon, you know the one

I'm talking about, the guy we met the other night at Betty
at the party, the one who knew all the answers. . . . "
It's impossible to say just when this new style
who introduced it, who set the standards.

As men/

above, Dryden and Swift show many of these qua1
the twentieth century it was Willa Cather wb
earlier American authors who is comfortabstyle.

"I used to wonder, when they c

fields, their feet numb and their h'
how they could do all the chores
and water and bed the horses, milK
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the pigs" (Cather, p. 66).

The base clause is interrupted

by a subordinate clause, which in turn is modified by a
nominative absolute; and at the end of the base clause there
are three more verbal modifiers.
adjectivally:

She uses the noun phrase

"Yulka was on the floor at his feet, her kitten

in her lap" (Cather, p. 73).

And she uses it adverbially:

"Jake came in, this time with a sack of potatoes" (Cather,
p. 74).

She interrupts one modifier with another secondary

modifier:

"In the rear wall was another cave; a round hole,

not much bigger than an oil barrel, scooped out in the black
earth" (Cather, p. 75).

And she mixes up different construc

tions within the same sentence for variety:

"There was only—

spring itself; the throb of it, the light restlessness, the
vital essence of it everywhere: in the sky, in the swift
clouds, in the pale sunshine, and in the warm, high wind-rising suddenly, sinking suddenly, impulsive and playful lik/
a big puppy that pawed you and then lay down to
(Cather, p. 120) .
Cather is one of the first authors to use i
consistently.

Thumbing through an anthology of

one can find examples in other writers, such a?
"...

and there we were in the vast hold, &

cavern, and the tallow dips stuck and fli
the gale howling above, the ship toss:
her side" (Blair, p. 55); or D. H.
oval and calm, her nose a little
In Cather's youthful mentor, Henry
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medial free modifiers, but very few finals.

But Cather is

comfortable with this new style, and she uses it in a very
consistent manner throughout her books.

What she is doing is

adding phrases--noun phrases, adjective phrases, verbal
phrases— to the independent clause, but they are set off from
it by punctuation, comma, semicolon, colon, and dash.
Generally Willa Cather's books were very well received;
certainly they were extremely popular.
Pulitzer Prize for One of Ours.

In 1922 she won the

However, not all of the

critics were willing to condone her constant use of the free
modifiers.

William Whitman III, writing in the magazine In

dependent in 1927, is full of praise for the works of Cather,
and yet he can't refrain from referring to ". . . the pitfalls
of construction which have been her greatest weakness"
(Whitman, p. 67).

Other critics did not know quite how to

handle the problem: her style was very readable, yet she
was not following the accepted grammatical rules of the time.
While one refers to the style as her "golden charm," another
refers to it as "dowdy and rough."
Within its range, however, it [Cather's style]
was marked by a quiet, unobstrusive competence
and on occasion by what Randolph Bourne called
a "golden charm."

As another critic remarked:

"Her style has distinction, not manner"; simple,
easy, lucid, and smooth, it has always had finish
and beauty of texture— the texture of broad
cloth, rather than of silk or of homespun.
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Yet when a reviewer wrote, in the London
Athenaeum:

"Her real shortcoming is that she is

at present quite without a "style": placed beside
any European model of imaginative prose she is
dowdy and rough, wanting in rhythm and distinction,"
he was not indulging merely in the absurd blunder
ing common to English discussion of American
books; he was justified to the extent only that
Miss Cather's way of writing is inconspicuous, as
she wishes it to be, and in a sense impersonal.
It stands outside the English tradition; its
polish is not that shiny gloss imparted by the
eloguentia which Englishmen have learned from
French and Latin.

Her style is her own natural

mode of expression painstakingly cultivated, and
it constitutes a perfectly modulated instrument
which can attain to surprising range of compass
and volume. (Whipple, p. 151)
Critic Whipple is quite typical of the critics of the
period.

They realized instinctively that what Cather was

doing resulted in a beautiful free prose style, but they
could not explain the mechanics of it.

Whipple goes on

defending her ability:
Nowhere does Miss Cather manifest her power
over words more successfully than in her
description, especially of nature.

I trust she
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will never manage, if she desires, to eliminate
"the picture making quality," and suppress such
passages as this:
There were no clouds, the sun was going
down in a limpid gold-washed sky.

Just as

the lower edge of the red disc rested on the
high fields against the horizon, a great black
figure suddenly appeared on the face of the
sun.

We sprang to our feet, straining our eyes

toward it.
was.

In a moment we realized what it

On some upland farm, a plough had been

left standing in the field.
ing just behind it.

The sun was sink

Magnified across the

distance by the horizontal light, it stood out
against the sun, was exactly contained within
the circle of the disc; the handles, the
tongue, the share— black against the molten
red.

There it was, heroic in size, a picture

writing on the sun.

(Whipple, pp. 151-152)

It is coincidental that Whipple should have cited this
particular passage as a striking example of Cather's style.
The passage contains a total of 125 words; the base clauses
contain 63 words, the free modifiers contain 62 words.

The

average length of the base clause is a mere seven words,
the T-unit 13.8 words.

And, incidentally, there is a

"comma splice" error in the first sentence.

It is a good
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example of what we call our modern style.
The new style caught on quickly.

Hemingway used it

as a way of intertwining his narrative and descriptive
material into an integral whole.

Faulkner used it as a

device to display his intricate literary and psychological
gymnastics.
scapes.

Robert Penn Warren used it to color his land

The list goes on and on to include very major

professional writer today.

The style has become the hall

mark of the mature modern writer.

Continued Use of School Tradition Grammar

But while the professional writers were doing one
thing, the schools continued to teach what we had gleaned
from the renaissance Latin rhetoric: grammar rules and style
structured on the concepts of unity, coherence, and emphasis,
the "school tradition" grammar.

As Francis Christensen

pointed out in 1962, "The school tradition is essentially
an eighteenth century phenomenon, with an ancestry that goes
back to Alexandrian Greece.

It is the work of a society

that is not ours, a view of history that is not ours, a view
of literature and language that is not ours" (Christensen,
1978, p. 6).

As a tool for teaching modern style writing,

the school tradition grammar simply is not adequate.
ing to the International Conference on the Teaching of
English in 1967, Christensen observed:

Speak
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For decades, the handbooks have been derived from
one another.

Their chapters on the sentence are

mainly negative, rules for salvaging misbegotten
sentences.

Where they are positive, they are

couched in terms of simple, compound, and complex
sentences or loose, balanced, and periodic
sentences.

When one weighs the magnitude of the

tasks of the schools in teaching writing against
this trivial kit of tools for doing it, one
wonders about our right to call ourselves a
profession.

(Christensen, 1978, p. 134)

The decade of the sixties was a period of stirring the
gentle quiet waters of academe.

No one was sure of what

modern style really meant, certainly no one had come up
with a tool for teaching it.

Everyone was aware of a

problem; no one had the solution.

Publishers continued with

a veritable flood of writing manuals, but they all said
the same thing.

The linguists had given birth to the un

wieldy transformational grammar, but after struggling un
successfully with the terminology, teachers went back to
the traditional.
The sixties and the seventies, produced the last two
systems that will be investigated here, sentence combining
and generative rhetoric.

It is a bit naive to indicate

that these are the only two new developments.

There were

others, of course, but again they tend to be more inclined
to the theoretical aspects of language.

Kenneth Burke
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in his book A Rhetoric of Motives places the stress of good
writing on the psychological aspects of linguistics: the
writer must understand human motivation and out of this
knowledge will flow an accurate description of man's actions.
If the student can understand correctly, he will write
correctly.
I.

A. Richards in Philosophy of Rhetoric (1936) con

tends that a theory of rhetoric must be based on a thorough
probe of the fundamental laws governing the use of language.
In the end this rhetorical theory should provide a complete
analysis of all verbal understanding as well as misunder
standing.

Once we understand completely how words work in

discourse, we could then devise a tool to control their use.
A Belgian scholar, Chaim Perelman, suggests in his The
New Rhetoric (1971) that we have neglected practical
argumentation and that we should revive the standards of
classical rhetoric.

He adapts the views of the past, from

Aristotle to Whately, to our present era and evolves a theory
that will present argumentation, style, and organization in
an updated classical form.
The Canadian educator, Marshall McLuhan, traced the role
of language through the history of man and concludes that
each communication medium we have produced has altered the
ratios of sense perception of the people.

The media itself

has changed man's views of reality and rationality.
his theory: "the medium is the message."

Hence

The medium, not

the content of the communication, has to be the important
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element.

Sentence Combining

Kellog Hunt at the National Council of Teachers of
English in 1967 introduced the idea of sentence combining
in a paper titled "How Little Sentences Grow into Big Ones."
Two years later in the same forum, John Mellon presented
another paper on the subject, "Transformational Sentence
Combining: A Method for Enhancing the Development of
Syntactic Fluency in English Composition."

Four years later

Frank O'Hare followed them up with his paper "Sentence
Combining: Improving Student Writing Without Formal Grammar
Instruction."

Sentence combining had been born.

It began as an application of transformational grammar.
The sentence is the kernel.

Several kernel sentences can

be combined by the transformation of all but one; the rest
are reduced to modifiers of the one remaining independent
clause.

The end result, according to the proponents of

this theory, is one sentence that is more sophisticated,
more mature, than the several short ones.
"The sailor returned to his ship."
"The sailor had a dog."

For example,

"The sailor was Greek."

These can easily be combined into:

"The Greek sailor who had a dog returned to his ship."
more sentences used, the more complicated, and the more
sophisticated, the final product supposedly becomes.

The
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The system was tried experimentally with seventh grade
students.
ful.

The immediate results seemed startlingly success

However, as Robert Marzano points out, the success is

still a bit dubious:
Ever since the Mellon (1969) and O'Hare (.1973)
studies, sentence combining has held a rather lofty
position as a method for improving student
writing.

Such statements as the following by

Mellon illustrate the reverence that has been
given the process:

"It follows then that growth

of syntactic fluency can result only from increased
use of sentence-combining transformations."

If

one examines the research carefully, enthusiasm for
sentence-combining should fade.

(Marzano, p. 57)

He then goes on to explain that in the Mellon experiment the
sentence combining was accompanied by instruction in trans
formational grammar, and it is not really clear which element
was responsible for the change in the students.

O'Hare

duplicated the experiment without the transformational
grammar, but he used a rating procedure that could produce
very misleading results.

Hence the validity of sentence

combining is still a matter of speculation.

Marzano con

cludes that it could become a phase of generative rhetoric:
Based on past and present research, the most
generous statement one can make concerning
sentence combining practice is that it might
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improve overall quality but only to a certain
point.

It is my opinion that the improvement in

overall quality that might accrue from sentence
combining practice is due to the relationship
between the sentence combining process and the
process of adding modifiers to a base clause.
(Marzano, p. 59)
What sentence combining does accomplish is the recogni
tion of the unique role of modification in modern style.
limitations lie in several areas.

Its

It does not recognize the

emphasis on the free modifier in modern style; students tend
to reduplicate subordinate clauses and a host of bound modi
fiers.

It tends to encourage, in the students, a mechanical

process of combining someone else's ideas instead of develop
ing their own thought process.

But as a beginning step

toward writing syntactically mature sentences, it does seem
to have some validity.
Also sentence combining gave rise to a new bit of
terminology that has proved beneficial, the T-unit.

Hunt

devised a new approach to measuring the maturity of a
complicated sentence by dividing the sentence into T-units.
This T-unit is defined as the "minimal terminable unit."
The T-unit consists of the main or independent clause plus
any of its subordinate units; hence a compound sentence will
contain at least two T-units.

The length of the T-unit

becomes the norm for judging the maturity of the sentence
structure.

However, he neglected to distinguish accurate
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ly between the bound and the free modifiers, a neglect
which adds a great deal of confusion to his analysis.

This

distinction will be clarified by Christensen with his
generative rhetoric.

Beginnings of Generative Rhetoric

Francis Christensen was one of the scholars who began
making academic waves in the late fifties and early sixties.
Addressing the California Association of Teachers of English
he decried the lack of professionalism in the field, the
irrational dependence on the "school tradition" grammar, the
unwillingness of teachers to recognize what was happening
to the English language.

He urged them to break away from

the school tradition as the basis of teaching English; he
defined the distinction between grammar, usage, and rhetoric
Grammar we do not need, usage we do not recognize, and a
rhetoric we do not have.
By 1963 he had begun the process of creating a modern
rhetoric; it was presented in a paper titled "A Generative
Rhetoric of the Sentence."

On the surface it seemed as

though someone, at last, was able to pull together the
theories of the linguists and translate them into a work
able teaching tool.

But as it turned out Christensen only

used these theories as a starting point.

He developed an

understanding of the language and an insight into its struct
ure that goes beyond what anyone else had done; it is more
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than the generative grammar of the transformationalists.
Defending his use of the term generative, he stated:

"It

is not from generative grammar; I used it before I ever
heard of Chomsky" (Christensen, 1978, p. 24).
Possibly one of the most important documents of the
1960's was another Christensen paper delivered to the
International Conference on the Teaching of English in 1967.
It was titled "The Problem of defining A Mature Style."
He undertook the task from a new point of view— what the
professional writers of today are doing with style.
picked six articles out of Harper's magazine.

He

Two of the

writers were professionals in another field, medicine;
two were semi-professional writers; two were professional
writers on the Harper staff, one an editor, the other a
contributing editor.
He refined the terminology of stylistic analysis so
that it could cope with the problems of modern style.

He

adopts the concept of the T-unit, but makes the necessary
distinction between bound and free modifiers.

Bound are

those which are buried within the base clause; free are
those which are set off from the base clause either by
position— initial— or by punctuation.

Those set off from

the base clause by punctuation are medial or final, and
sometimes initial.

This avoids the confusion of considering

the free modifiers as part of the subordinate clause as Hunt
did.

The main or independent clause, plus its bound

modifiers, is referred to as the base clause.

A sentence
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may illustrate these parts better:
Yesterday the boy, a mean child, cut down the pine
tree, my mother's favorite tree.
Base clause: the boy cut down the pine tree
Initial free modifier: yesterday
Medial free modifier: a mean child
Final free modifier: my mother's favorite tree
Bound modifier: pine
With this tool— and a good deal of patience— it is very
easy to determine the length of the T-unit as well as the
length of the base clause and the free modifiers.

The real

significance of it, however, is in the ratio of free
modifiers to the base clause.

That is the elusive quality

that had slipped into our twentieth century style practically
unnoticed.

Here it was spelled out in black and white.

The

following is the chart of statistics that Christensen
compiled on these six articles, reprinted here with permission
of the editor:
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Relative Length of (1 ) T -units, (2 ) Free Modifiers, and (3) Base Causes
(Based on 50 T -units)
N on
professional
Barnes

Szasz
"Iti 4

Semiprofessional
G oodBoroff man
I'm
%4

Professional
H alberMorris stam
% 7

% 7

Average

Toral w ords
Average per T -u n it

967
19.3

I. T- units—100% of total words
1155
911
1037
944
832
20.7
23.1
18.9
18.2
14.6

19.5

Initial
Medial
Final
T otal words in free mod.
Average words per T -u n it

129
28
55
212
4.24

2. Free Modifiers—32% of total words
70
76
107
94
51
20
103
23
36
93
169
242
313
106
154
299
382
492
236
298
6.0
6.6
9.8
5.84
4.72

6.2

967
212
755
15.1

3. Base Clauses—6 8 % 1of total words
832
944
911
1037
1155
299
332
492
236
298
612
663
596
646
705
11.9
12.9
12.2
14.1
13.3

13.3

W ords in T -units
W ords in free mod.
W ords in base clauses
Average per base clause

(Christensen, 1978, p. 145)

The writers are arranged from the least professional
on the left to the most professional on the right.

Both

the T-units and the base clauses are fairly fimilar; the
professional T-units tend to be longer.

The significant

difference is in the use of the free modifiers; the pro
fessional writer uses them frequently, in the case of the
Halberstam above just twice as often as the non-professionals.
Herein lies the key to the structure of twentieth century
style: short base clause complimented by the use of
frequent free modifiers.
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Why did this style evolve? Christensen explains that it
is really quite simple.
read and retain.

Long base clauses are difficult to

Non-professionals tend to use the long

noun phrase both as the subject and the compliment in the
base clause.

The good writer uses very short base clauses;

he fills out the idea of the base clause then by resorting
to other syntactic devices, especially the free modifiers.
He illustrates this point by re-writing a sentence from
Northrop Frye.

"The curriculum is at best, however, a

design to be interpreted by teachers with varying degrees
of ability and insight for children with different equipment
in intelligence and language background."
wrote:

But Frye actually

"The curriculum is at best, however, a design to be

interpreted by teachers, for students--by teachers with
varying degrees of ability and insight, for children with
differing equipment in intelligence and language back
ground" (Christensen, 1978, pp. 140-141).
The first sentence is difficult to read because there
is so much information to arrange and assimilate as one
works through it.

The actual Frye sentence is much easier

to read because the idea is condensed into the short base
clause.

The remainder of the information is detail, the

more specific pieces of information then added on to clarify
the statement of the base clause.

The reader has the chance

to grasp the idea first and then add the fine points to it.
It is the same thing that F. Scott Fitzgerald, for example,
does with a sentence like this:

"She met him at the
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appointed time in the Plaza lobby, a lovely, faded, grey
eyed blonde in a coat of Russian sable."
Christensen then goes on to point out the fallacy of
the sentence combining technique.

He compares the statis

tics of the six authors in Harper's with the statistics
Mellon had compiled from his sentence combining class.
results are startling.

The

The base clause average length of

the Mellon study is 27.2 words; it is 13.3 for the six
writers.

The use of the free modifier is an average of 2.8

words per T-unit in Mellon's study and 6.2 in the six
author sample.

Sentence combining can teach the students

how to write longer, more complicated sentences, but it
does not teach them how to write modern style.
Christensen ends his discussion of mature style with
two observations:
1.

A mature style will have a relatively high

frequency of free modifiers, especially in the
final position.

The frequency of free noun,

verb, and adjective phrases and of verbid clauses
will be high.
2.

Such a style will have also a relatively high

frequency of structures of coordination within
the T-unit— what might be called intra-T-unit
coordination.

Inter-T-unit coordination,

producing compound sentences, should be regarded
as a feature of paragraph rather than sentence
structure.

(Christensen, 1978, pp. 148-149)
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As simplistic as it may sound once it has been stated,
this insight of Christensen's opened up a whole new phase
in the history of rhetoric.

For how many centuries had

people watched apples fall from the apple trees before
Newton happened along?

Once the scholars really understood

what it was that made modern style, they could begin devising
a system for teaching students how to write it.

Christensen

ended his paper with the promise that he intended to do just
that.
He kept that promise with several publications: Notes
Toward a New Rhetoric, The Christensen Rhetoric Program,
and A New Rhetoric.
basic ideas.

In the Notes he explains many of his

The concepts of modern style can be understood

and they can be taught.

It is a matter of logic: an idea

begins with a general statement and is then explained by
the addition of specific details and further information.
This system of logic--from the general down to the specific—
applies on the sentence level as well as the paragraph and
the whole theme.

Instead of asking the ill-equipped student

to do a whole theme for a starter, the teacher should begin
by showing him how the process works on the sentence level.
Once he has mastered this, he can go on and apply the same
principles to the larger units.
The tool he devised for teaching these ideas is The
Christensen Rhetoric Program.

It is a textbook-workbook

combination that begins with the very basic idea how to
write a sentence.

It was accompanied by a ten volume kit
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of overhead projections that illustrate each step of the
program.

The Christensen Rhetoric Program

What does the Christensen Rhetoric Program do?

It is

a summary of all the esoteric linguistic jargon brought
down to the level of the student who isn't sure of just
what a sentence is--to say nothing of what a good sentence
is.
The program begins, of course, with the concept of a
sentence.

Christensen coined a new term to describe the

modern sentence— he calls it the cumulative sentence.

In

form it is a distant cousin of what the school grammars call
the "run-on" or "rambling" sentence.

In structure and

content it is entirely different; it has a logical order
and a cohesive principle that binds it together and prevents
alien ideas from straying into it.
To understand this structure the student must be aware
of four elements: addition, direction, levels of generality,
and texture.
ADDITION.

John Erskine pointed out the obvious fact

that we express ourselves by adding information to a basic
idea; the more we add, the more precise the picture becomes.
Unfortunately, we have been taught that the main clause is
the important part of the sentence, that nouns and verbs
are much more important than adjectives, adverbs and noun
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phrases.

Grammatically that may be true, but in composition

it is not.

The main clause, the nouns and the verbs, are

the base of an idea.

What we say about them is the important

part of the sentence and that is the work of the modifiers.
"The man sat" tells the reader very little.

What is

important is the information we add to this base:

"The

broken old man sat on the edge of the bed, head drooping
in despair" or "The angry man sat, fists clenched, veins
bulging, ready to spring at the trial lawyer."

We need a

base clause to stand on, but the detailed information,
verisimilitude, explication, etc., is supplied by the
modifiers.
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT.

Modifiers move forward or

backward within the sentence.

Bound modifiers are part of

the base clause and they are positioned by rules: an
adjective preceeds its noun, the adjective phrase follows
its noun, e.g., the little boy with a sore foot.

Except

for excess usage, these modifiers cause little trouble for
the student writer.

The more important modifiers, the free

modifiers, are those which are set off from the base clause
by some form of punctuation, e.g., the boy, the one with
the sore foot.

By their position in the sentence we

determine three types: Initial, Medial, and Final.

These

are not completely foreign to the student writer, e.g.,
George, my brother, was here.

But they are not accustomed

to using them, especially the final modifiers.
LEVELS OF GENERALITY.

This is an extremely important
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concept.

Simply stated, we express an idea by beginning

with a general term, and then we clarify it by shifting
down to more specific details about it.

"It was a beauti

ful tree, its massive grey trunk towering straight up, its
long sinewy branches drooping down almost to the ground,
its buried roots bulging the grass around the base."
trunk, branches, roots.
doors.

Tree:

Building: roof, walls, windows,

Car: hood, fenders, grill, wheels.

shoulders, arms, trunk, legs.

Man: head,

In its simplest form this

principle means that we see the whole object first, put a
name on it, and then look at the parts or details.

Or we

begin with plural terms and shift down to the individuals:
"They were all in the house, the father putzing in the
basement, the mother getting supper together, the children
playing upstairs."

They: father, mother, children.

The base clause is referred to as level 1; the
modifiers that are generated directly from the base clause
are referred to as level 2.

If all of the sentence

modifiers are level 2 it is called a coordinate development
of the base clause.

If all of the level 2 modifiers use the

same construction, as in the last example above, it is also
referred to as parallel construction.
The other mode of development is that of subordination.
This occurs when the next detail that is generated comes
not from the base clause but from the idea of the level 2
modifier.

Tree: branch - leaves.

Leaves indirectly

modifies tree, of course, but directly it is a detail of
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the level 2 branch, and hence it is called level 3.
Building: window - broken glass.
Man: head - eyes.

Car: fender - dented.

If a level 3 modifier generates a detail

of its own, this, of course, becomes level 4.

To use an

example from Steinbeck:
1 he licked his lips,
2 like a dog,
3 two licks,
4 one in each direction from the middle.
This concept of the levels of generality serves several
purposes.

The student learns to develop a sense of order,

of logic, moving from the general down to the specific, from
the universal to the particular.

It is also this aspect

that helps the student overcome that age old complaint:
"I can't think of anything to say."

A picture, a cat, a

tree on the lawn, a child playing, anything will serve as a
stimulant as he learns to look at the whole thing and then
pick out the details.

Secondly, this principle provides

the student with a guideline for keeping out unwanted
material— the "rambling" sentence.

If a detail does not

come out of one of the levels above it, it does not belong
in the sentence.
TEXTURE.

This refers to the amount of modification

that is added to the idea of the base clause.

If there is

not enough, the end result will be a piece of writing that
is flat, too thin; if there is enough modification, the
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texture is said to be rich or dense.

Usually the student

writer tends to write with a texture that is too thin.
The sign of a mature writer is a rich texture, but also a
variety in the types of modification that are used.
The Christensen Rhetoric Program provides a good
example of how the two types of modifiers add to the
texture.

It does this by first showing a projection of

a Steinbeck sentence without the bound and free modifiers.
A second projection superimposes the bound modifiers; a
third projection adds the free modifiers.

It is an

impressive graphic means of pointing out to the students the
important role of the modifiers in sentence structure.
These four principles are the heart of the Christensen
program.

The rest is an application of them through a

steady process of writing.

It begins with the student

becoming acquainted with all of the types of modifiers:
the ones they know, prepositional phrases, relative clauses,
and subordinate clauses; and the ones they don't know,
noun phrases, absolutes, adjectival and adverbial phrases,
and adjective series.

Variety is a sign of mature writing;

somewhere along the line the student has to master the
mechanics of the various constructions.
Once they have acquired the ability to write a good
sentence, both two level and multilevel, coordinate and
subordinate, they go on with the specifics of doing
narrative sentences and sequences.

By this time they

realize that action is enhanced by adverbial phrases, verbal
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phrases, and absolutes; that noun phrases, adjective
phrases and series are best for description.

Christensen

adds a workable device for stimulating the student's mind:
after writing the base clause the student is told to look
for 1) qualities, 2) details, and 3) comparisons.
The process is repeated for descriptive writing.

The

same principles, but a different emphasis is now put on the
type of modification to be used.

The repetition tends to

give them a sense of mastery over the structure of the
sentence.
This is re-enforced a third time in the next phase,
expository writing.

Here there is more emphasis on the

coordinate and subordinate forms for development of the
idea.

Once they realize what this means on the sentence

level, it is simply the next logical step to carry it on to
the paragraph level, and then expand it to the outline for
a theme or a research paper.
The Christensen program is amazingly simple.

If the

student can understand the concept of the levels of generality--moving from the general idea down to the specifics in
an orderly controlled fashion— it becomes not just a way of
writing, but a whole system of logical thinking for the
student.
The other concept that the student has to master is
that of the free modifier.

He has most probably written

nothing but subordinate clauses, relative clauses, and
prepositional phrases.

To handle the other free modifiers
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is a new experience, and he tends to be afraid of them in
the beginning.

Showing examples from contemporary writers

is a convincing technique, and Christensen has an abundance
of very good examples.
The one area not explicitly covered by the program is
the element of variety-variety in sentence length, in use
and non-use of modifiers, in the types of modifiers used.
But this goes into the realm of personal style and this is
a challenge that only the teacher, on a one to one basis,
can do effectively.

Perhaps it is sufficient to point this

out to the student and then include the reading and dis
cussion of a modern work that does illustrate variety such
as Michael Shaara's Killer Angels.

If the student does have

control over the mechanics, has developed a logical process
of unfolding an idea, and realizes what the principles of
style are, he should be able to put it all together.

CHAPTER IV

Current Status And New Methods

It was in the 1960's that the English profession
realized that more emphasis had to be given to teaching
composition.

Many new things have happened since then.

The

recognition of the problem was a very significant accomplish
ment in itself.

It required a good deal of soul searching

by a handful of scholars who were willing to admit that the
comfortable status quo of the English profession was no
longer a tenable position.

This recognition was comparable

to the awakening of the proverbial giant, and there has been
a roar ever since.

Prior to the 1960's the field of composi

tion had been the victim of benign neglect by the profession.
As it was pointed out in the last chapter, composition was
the bottom line on the list of priorities in English depart
ments throughout the country, something that had to be done,
but could be done by teaching assistants, part time teachers,
and those on the staff who didn't have seniority enough to
merit the nicer assignments.

Contemporary Attitudes

Many things have changed in the past decade.

Perhaps

the most significant change has been the status of composi88
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tion within the profession.

Teaching literature is still

the big apple on the university level, but the teaching of
composition is slowly gaining some respectability.

Several

institutions, the University of Southern California, The
University of Iowa, the University of Oklahoma, now offer
Ph.D. programs in rhetoric.

Many of the names of English

scholars that keep appearing in the professional literature
and headlining the national conventions are the names of the
people involved in the research and development of the
composing process, Corbett, Christensen, Lloyd-Jones, Burke,
Pike, Young, etc.
All of the attention given to the problem has brought
along a sense of prestige.

With the prestige, of course,

comes a certain amount of clout: researching and teaching
the composing process are now an important phase of the Eng
lish department.

In the spring of 1978 the Texas A&M

University provided a grant to conduct a study for the
College English Association concerning the status of teach
ing composition in the colleges and universities throughout
the country.

A similar study had been done five years

earlier, so the results of the two could be compared.

Un

fortunately, only forty nine percent of the inquiries were
returned, but this does provide data enough to draw some
conclusions.
The study concludes that generally the status of
composition is improving:

"Schools do seem to be addressing

the problem of student writing.

Concentration within the
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freshman program has shifted markedly toward the teaching
of writing per se, writing that is far more likely to be ex
pository than literature based" (Gibson, p. 9).

Also it in

dicates that more of the faculties have become involved in
the composition courses:

"More full-time faculty are teach

ing composition today than five years ago, with almost
ninety nine percent of the schools reporting full-time staff
involvement" (Gibson, p. 9).

This does not mean that full

time faculty are doing ninety nine percent of the teaching;
in schools where teaching assistants are used, the full-time
staff only teaches forty eight percent of the actual classes.
There are still some other serious problem areas, class
sizes, course loads, etc., but at least some improvements
have been made in the past five years.

"If the survey shows

one thing, it is that English departments are having to
take into account more than ever before the teaching of
writing" (Gibson, p. 9).
One other area that the survey attempted to study was
the content of the courses being taught.

However, the data

was so diversified that it could not even be tabulated.

In

a parenthetical remark the author states that there are
4,212 freshman composition textbooks on the market.
In an article accompanying this survey, Donald C.
Stewart does a study of the textbooks which are being used
currently.

He limits the study to books which have sold

over one hundred thousand copies and which have been
published between 1970 and 1977.
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The list I compiled contained 52 titles, but I
reviewed only 34 in preparing this paper.

I care

fully searched appropriate sections of each book
for indications that their authors were at least
aware of the new approaches to the composing
process, writing behavior, and stylistic options
which I have been citing.

Regrettably, only seven

of the 34 contained any appreciable awareness of
the work of people like Corbett, Rohman, Burke,
Pike, Zoellner, or Weathers.

The other 27, and

some are the products of people with enormous
reputations as literary scholars, were strictly
current-traditional in their discussions of
invention, arrangement, and style. . . .
What, then, is one to make of this situation?
What, for example, can one think of an advertise
ment in the Spring of 1977 for a "complete NEW
guide for your composition courses" which contains
narration, description, exposition, argument, the
research paper— in short, all of the features of
the current-traditional paradigm which had its
origin in late nineteenth century rhetorical
theory.

New?

Certainly not.

huckster's work.

An advertising

Useful in my composition course?

Not a chance, since it either ignores or does not
know of most of the important work in composition
theory and practice since 1960.

But there are 27
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books much like it on the market now which have
already had sales exceeding 100,000 copies.
Who buys these books with outdated theory?
English teachers do.

English teachers whose

knowledge of composition history and theory is not
up-to-date.
Why?

In many cases, it has never existed.

Because the professional training of the

English teacher has been in literature. . . . But
let us be blunt.

Until very recently, composition

research and teaching have not been considered
intellectually respectable by those in power in
college English departments in this country.
many, they still aren't.

For

(Stewart, pp. 13, 14)

Stewart certainly is blunt; however, he does point to
a very real problem in the English profession.

As it was

pointed out in Chapter III, modern style does not follow
the principles of the "school tradition handbook," and until
the authors and publishers become aware of this fact and
quit producing these outmoded textbooks, the students are
not going to learn the composing process that produces the
twentieth century writing style.

Faculty Attitudes— Status Quo

Unfortunately, not all institutions have been willing
to make any changes in the area of composition.

This author

is familiar with one neighboring university where there have
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been no significant changes made at all— it is business as
usual.

Hordes of freshmen are put into groups of up to one

hundred and fifty, lectured to for three hour periods each
week, and assigned a theme per week.

The themes are then

corrected and graded by teaching assistants.

The textbook

used for the course is of the type described by Stewart
above.

The rationale behind the system is that it frees

the senior faculty members to concentrate on their literary
specialties with the small groups of graduate students.

In

the end it comes down to a matter of head counting— the staff
must produce so many hours of teaching for so many students
in order to justify its existence.

The large classes of

freshmen swell the averages to acceptable levels.
In 1976 the University of Texas at Austin tried to break
out of a mold similar to this.

George Nash describes the

ensuing battle in an article appearing in College English.
The tenured faculty wanted nothing to do with composition
classes.

As a result ninety percent of the four thousand

and five hundred freshmen were taught composition by teach
ing assistants.
Boiled down, the situation of the department is
this: its existence in its present form depends
on (a) keeping the required lower-division courses
and (b) using these courses to support an army of
T.A.'s who serve the double function of sparing
full-time faculty the drudge work and supplying
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warm bodies for the faculty's graduate
seminars.

(Nash, p. 125)

Two senior faculty members, James Sledd and Neil Megew,
submitted a resolution to the department that would have
every member of the regular faculty teach at least one
composition course every three semesters.

In a letter to

Nash, Sledd explained his reasons for promoting the resolu
tion:
I joined Megew in supporting his resolution simply
because I wanted to smoke the bastards out.

The

department isn't going to reform itself. . . . The
faculty wants to operate a research machine,
because the organized professional academics have
decided that the criteria for raises and promotions
are research and publication: that's how an academic
gets money and status.

To operate the research

machine in a state university, to which the regents
admit thousands of freshmen each year, the faculty
must exploit the T.A.'s.
able.

No other device is avail

So the real enemy of education in the

American state university is the faculty itself
. . . . We must abandon either the Research Machine
or the Idea of a University.

And unless somebody

with power intervenes, the faculty will protect
the Research Machine no matter what happens to
students.

(Nash, p. 126)
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The hue and the outcry coming from the faculty in
opposition to the resolution was unbelievable, but it did
express some of the genuine sentiments of the English faculty
concerning composition: anyone can teach composition, it is
a waste of time and talent to have senior faculty teach
composition, it is dull drudgery, etc.

In the end the

resolution was given to an ad hoc committee which eventually
tabled it and substituted a list of compromise recommenda
tions and thereby preserved the status quo.

Some writers

refer to this faculty attitude toward composition as one
of benign (?) neglect.
One last faculty attitude concerning composition has
to do with the uncertainty some faculty have about the purpose
of composition.

They realize there is a dichotomy between

what they are teaching and what the real world is writing.
Writing in College English of October, 1976, David Pichaske
talks about the plight of freshman composition:
I am pretty much stuck for an answer.
Everyone seems to realize that the writing
going on in English 101 is somehow different from
the writing that goes on out there in the real
world.

Most comp, teachers will, in fact, grant

you this unblushingly.

The stuff printed in

Harpers or the Atlantic?

Entertainment (although,

I object, it inevitably argues or informs as well).
The Kiplinger Letter?

Business shorthand.

Legal
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briefs, government reports, the daily newspaper,
the Rolling Stone?

Tush, mere jargon, journalism,

popular writing, certainly not the stuff to be
taught in the college classroom!

What sort of

writing, then, is cultivated in that one-third to
one-half of the country's eligible population which
passes each year through our comp, classes?

One

answer is offered by a teacher of comp, in one Big
Ten school who, in reviewing a book of mine, wrote
"Anyone who thinks freshman composition will help
a student in his job is sadly mistaken.

The best

we can hope to do is teach him a style he will
find useful in more advanced courses in his major."
His views are seconded by many of my colleagues
in English: we teach the kind of writing used in
bio. and psych, and poly, sci. papers, a style to
see the student through his undergraduate career
and into the Yale Law School.

Nothing less, and

surely nothing more. (Pichaska, p. 118)
This is the very problem that Francis Christensen spoke
about when he defined mature style in 1967.

He was well

aware of the dochotomy between comp. 101 or the "school
tradition handbook" and what the professional writers were
actually doing.

He used, as a matter of fact, one of the

magazines Pichaske cites, Harper's, to prove that there has
been a change in style.

He designed his generative rhetoric

program to teach students the style of writing that the
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professional writers use.
It is difficult to say how widespread these faculty
attitudes about composition are, but it would be extremely
naive to say that they are not real and that they have not
hindered the development of teaching good composition courses
in our colleges and universities.

Other New Programs

Chapter III detailed the development of both the trans
formational grammar and the sentence combining techniques.
Both of these approaches are still in use currently in
various parts of the country.

Harper and Row, for example,

published in January of 1979 a new freshman composition text
book based completely on the sentence combining techniques.
The stronghold of the sentence combining philosophy is Miami
University of Ohio, with Frank O'Hare as its patriarchial
spokesman.

Revival of Classicism

Edward P. J. Corbett, author of Classical Rhetoric For
the Modern Student, is spokesman for another strategy for
teaching composition.

The book is just what the title says--

the good points of classical rhetoric are put into a language
the modern day student is more familiar with.

By using

both ancient and contemporary examples, Corbett shows how
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the principles of classical rhetoric are still applicable
today.

The focus of the book concentrates on discovery,

arrangement, and style.

However, Classical Rhetoric is not

just a re-write of the "school tradition handbook" as are
the countless hundreds of others that are on the market
today.

It is a very scholarly work which demonstrates

Corbett's thorough knowledge of greek rhetoric and a unique
skill in his ability to make these principles comprehensible
to today's student.
Classical Rhetoric does presume that the student is
already fairly well acquainted with the mechanics of the
language, with sentence structure, etc.

No effort is made

to introduce the student to any of the principles of pre
writing.

Also, it relies heavily on the classical technique

of imitation as a means of developing style.

Psychological Influences

George Campbell in The Philosophy of Rhetoric (1776)
spoke of his concern for understanding the psychology of the
audience if one is to communicate successfully with it.

This

concept was revived in the twentieth century by I. A.
Richards and several others later on.

The main thrust of

Richard's The Philosophy of Rhetoric (1936) is to make the
writer aware of the audience and its understanding of what
the writer is trying to say.

The concepts of feeling,

sense, tone, and intention are, to Richards, the really
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important aspects of rhetoric.

The emphasis is placed on

the psychological impact a piece of writing will have on
its audience.

All matters of form, style, etc. are to be

governed by the principle of the importance of the psycho
logical impact, whether the audience understands or does not
understand.
Kenneth Burke in his Rhetoric of Motives (1950) speaks
of developing a "new rhetoric."

The old rhetoric was geared

to the persuasion of the audience; the "new rhetoric" is an
appeal, conscious or unconscious, to the audience.

To do

this successfully, the modern writer must be able to identify
himself with the audience.

To Burke the thrust of rhetoric

is the writer learning this process of identification.
Structure and style are merely modes of developing identifica
tion with one's audience.
A further outgrowth of the psychological aspect of writ
ing is the theory of Ken Macrorie in Telling Writing (1970).
He refers to a "New English Movement."

This movement is

based on the fact that some real or hypothetical linguist
once said that by age six a child has pretty well mastered
the grammar of his native tongue and does handle the language
very well.

Teaching writing then becomes a matter of helping

the student to honestly express his thoughts on paper.

"It

[the New English] does not suggest that the world can best be
examined by a set of rules.
Approach.

It does not utilize the Errors

It constantly messes around in reality and looks

for strategies and tactics that work" (Macrorie, p. VII).
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The work of the teacher is to stimulate the student so that
he will begin to express himself; it begins with the
presumption of the fact that the student is capable of han
dling the language.

The second stage is to come back to the

student's first attempts to express himself and from these
beginnings go on to develop some of the tools necessary to
achieve better structure and style.
One other attempt to utilize the findings of the psycho
logists was Paul Zoellner's "Talk-Write" approach published
in College English in 1969.

Zoellner objects to the practice

of emphasizing only the finished product, the written word.
He is more interested in the writing process than in the
written product.

He questions the age old assumption that

the written word is merely the expression of the writer's
thought.

He substantiates this claim by pointing to count

less examples of students who have handed in poorly written
papers, but, when confronted with the question of what they
were trying to say, are able to articulate the idea vocally
with no trouble at all.

He would like to distinguish

between the product of the scribal act and the scribal act
itself.

Applying the principle of conditioned response from

the psychologists, he feels that we should be able to
develop teaching techniques that would help the student
write as he talks, not as he thinks.

The emphasis would

be on behavioral modification procedures that concentrate
on the action of writing.
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Tagmemic Theory

Rhetoric: Discovery and Change (1970) by Young, Becker,
and Pike is an attempt to tie together elements of modern
tagmemics with classical concepts of invention.

At the same

time it is a refutation of the classical concept of imitation;
it is not enough to give the student a model against which
he has to judge his own writing.

This tells him nothing about

the writing process, but only the norms for judging the final
results.

What the authors propose is that we begin teach

ing the student what we have come to know about the process
of pre-writing beginning with the tagmeme.

Once he under

stands the composing process, he will be ready to go on
and utilize the classical concepts of invention.

Bay Area Writing Project

One last theory, or rather phenomenon, worth mention
ing is the Bay Area Writing Project.

It began in 1971 with

a discussion by several San Francisco area educators about
the problem of teaching writing.

By 1974 they had pulled

their ideas together and launched their first program; four
years later it had become a National Writing Project with a
network of thirty centers at campuses throughout the nation.
James Gray, national director of the program, described
the principles of the program in an article published in
Phi Delta Kappa, February, 1978.

The project was built on
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four assumptions.
1.

If change is to be made in a curriculum, it cannot

be brought about by bringing in an "outside expert."

It has

to be done by the people within a given area or district.
In the case of improving the writing curriculum, it must be
done through the joint effort of the elementary, secondary,
and college/university personnel of that area.
2.

A substantial body of knowledge about the writing

process has been developed, especially in the recent years.
Most English teachers are not aware of this, to say nothing
about being knowledgeable about these findings.

Gray lists

three scholars whom they feel deserve better exposure:
Christensen, Miles, and Moffett.
3.

A writing program cannot be packaged and delivered

to a district to be used there; it then becomes just one more
gimmick.

A successful program is one that the teachers

themselves have helped to develop.

It is the teacher in

volvement that makes any new program work.

Hence the basis

of this program is to sponsor summer work-shops and con
tinuing in-service seminars so that eventually all of the
teachers of the area will be familiar with it.
4.
together.

Researchers and practicioners have to be brought
One way of accomplishing this is to bring the

researcher into the work-shop as a participant and develop
him an an in-service educator.

The other alternative is to

encourage the practicioner to become a researcher as well.
The project encourages the use of both methods.
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The project develops these four assumptions into a set
of loose principles that can be adapted to the circumstances
and the personnel of any area.

The program does not try to

be dogmatic; it assumes that there is no one right way to
teach writing.

It does assume that the best teacher for

a teacher is a successful fellow teacher.

Hence the staff

for the work-shop is a select group of the best teachers of
that area.

All the participants are then exposed to the

series of ideas about teaching writing as they are presented
by this staff.

They are then free to pick from these ideas

and techniques whatever they feel will work best in their
own situations.
This is by no means a complete listing of all the
recent theories that have been and are being developed.
Part of the problem of attempting to categorize such a list
is the problem of distinguishing between genuine theories
and mere gimmicks.

Most good teachers are constantly coming

up with new techniques for presenting ideas.

Some work,

some don't; some find their way into a textbook, others fall
by the wayside.

The ideas that seemed to be more gimmick

than theory, such as free writing, peer group writing, etc.,
have not been included here.

Some of these theories will

undoubtedly fall by the wayside as well, but they are at
least a healthy sign that the profession is aware of a problem
and is trying to do something about it.

CHAPTER V

Discussion and Conclusions

At this point I would have liked to conclude with some
simple statement to the effect that the English profession
has done a remarkably good job on developing techniques for
teaching today's students how to write well in a very neat
and efficient manner.
is not.

I wish it could be that simple; it

As an English teacher I am heartened by what has

been accomplished.

But I am also deeply saddened by what I

have discovered about the status of the profession in the
course of this research, the apathy, the lack of under
standing or interest, the laissez faire attitude that is
unfortunately still quite prevelent in the profession.

Let

me begin with the negatives.
Professional apathy.

It is subtle, it is quiet, but it

is there just beneath the surface, a hold over from the 19th
century when literature was the sole concern of the English
department.

Teaching freshman students how to write is a

lot of hard work, hours of repetition, hours of reviewing
what they have done, hours of guiding, correcting, admonish
ing.

It does lack the glamour and the intellectual satis

faction one gets out of teaching the literature courses.
However, in most institutions in our country today it is the
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freshman composition courses that are the bread and butter
of our departments.

It is also the only contact that the

English department is going to have with the majority of the
students; it is the only opportunity we have to teach them
the process of thinking, of organizing, of communicating.
And this opportunity we hand over to the T.A.'s, students
themselves, and, only too often, without any teaching ex
perience behind them.
This attitude is intellectual snobbery, plain and
simple.

The world isn't waiting hungrily for another

dissertation on how John Milton uses, or doesn't use, the
comma.

What the world does need is a few generations of

young people who can think straight and put their thoughts
into words in an orderly fashion.
A concomitant problem within the profession is the lack
of knowledge about the writing process.

As one English Ph.D.

remarked at a meeting I attended recently, "What I know about
teaching composition could be said in about two and one half
minutes."

He does, incidentally, teach composition on the

college level.

There are a lot of people in the English

profession on all levels, elementary, secondary, college/
university, who do not know how to teach writing because
they were never taught themselves.

I received my M.A. in

English from the University of Minnesota without a single
course in composition, to say nothing of a course on how to
teach the writing process.
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This problem is aggravated by the fact that most of
the usable teaching tools for composition have been developed
within the past decade, and the dissemination of new ideas
in an old profession is a slow process.

Publishers, of

course, are going to continue putting out the time tested
best sellers, teachers are going to continue to buy the books
they are familiar with, and so we go on perpetuating the
"school tradition handbook."
efficacious.

It is familiar, if not

In this respect I have a good deal of respect

for the intent and the approach of the Bay Area Writing
Project.

The whole program is designed to get the new ideas

out to the teachers who are on the firing line right now.
And what can we expect to come out of all these new
ideas?

Traditions change slowly, and I can't imagine any

sudden changes sweeping the country in the field of composi
tion.

On the other hand there is a tremendous amount of

pressure on the English profession, from students, from
parents, from legislatures.

This pressure may speed up the

process of change.
I can see a different system of teaching writing
evolving from the new ideas discussed in Chapters III and
IV above.

It is not all "new," of course, but a combination

of the good points of the new and the good points of the old.
Literary success is not a series of uninterrupted cumulative
sentences.

I would hypothesize that this new system will

be built around three main principles.
This system will, first of all, be predicated on the
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fact that there has been a change in writing style, the
point that Francis Christensen first made in his article
"The Problem of Defining a Mature Style" and then clarified
in his subsequent publications.

It should not be assumed

that this new style is the exclusive property of a handful
of elite professional writers; one needs only to page through
a current issue of Time, Harper's, or the daily newspaper to
see that it is being used.

However, if the English educator

is not aware that the new style is different from the
traditional classical, he will probably continue teaching
students the classical style only.

The structure of the

cumulative sentence is the basis of the modern style; the
educator has to understand this structure before he can teach
it to the students.

Fortunately, once this structure is

analyzed and understood, it can very readily be taught.
Secondly, the student has to be introduced to the
fundamentals of the mechanics of the language— what is a
sentence, a phrase, a clause, a verb, etc.
I am not sure how this can best be done, but I do know
that I cannot teach style to a college freshman if he does
not know the difference between a sentence and a phrase.
There is one current theory floating about which contends
that there is no relationship between teaching grammar and
teaching composition, and hence it is a waste of time to
spend emergy and effort on grammar.
thinking.

That is simplistic

Teaching grammar is not, of course, the same thing

as teaching composition; grammar is a step in the process
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of mastering the complex problem of putting thoughts into
words.

Grammar is merely a tool used in learning the

composing process.

But to say that grammar is not necessary

would be like expecting a young child to master the art of
typing before he has learned the alphabet.
The student must know about the tools of the trade if
he is going to do any kind of sophisticated writing.

I am

quite certain that the 19th century version of learning
grammar according to the "Miss Snark" method is not the
answer.

I am almost equally certain that the artificialities

of transformational grammar are an academic over-kill.

There

has to be a palatable compromise between knowing nothing
about sentence structure and learning all of the fine little
nuances of the transformational linguist.

Many attempts

have been made; perhaps the pedagogically correct one will
eventually drift to the surface if we continue to search.
Finally, the new system of teaching writing will be
based on the concepts of generative rhetoric, the only
program currently available that is built on a thorough
cognizance of what modern style is.

Sentence combining

should be the initial phase of learning how to write; then
the student should be taken through the more complete
generative rhetoric program, beginning with the logic of
sentence structure and continuing through to the logic of
the paragraph and the theme.
When can such a program be ready?
are ready now.

All of the elements

The coordinated program is yet to come.

The
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obstacles are the two factors mentioned above: apathy and
lack of understanding or interest.

Generative rhetoric is

such an innovative idea that it has not been well received
in many sectors.

There were, for example, two new college

composition books published in January of 1979 which
are based completely on the concept of sentence combining.
But sentence combining is not a complete program; it is the
first phase of generative rhetoric.

To continue selling

it as a complete program in rhetoric is, in my opinion,
professional nearsightedness.
Any statement about the process of teaching writing
would have to include several important aspects of the
subject.
History shows us that the development of writing in
the Graeco-Roman classical style has been the strong current
in western culture, reaching its apex in the eighteenth
century.

This classical style was then formalized and

frozen in what has come to be known as the "school tradi
tion."

This style was, and is, the source of many valid

principles of good writing.
However, a new style has since evolved, beginning about
the turn of the twentieth century and continuing at present.
In some ways this new style is a sharp departure from the
strictures of the classical style.

It is less rigid in

form, with its frequent use of the loose, flowing free
modifiers.

It is no less logical in the development of an

idea than the classical style, but it does not have the tight
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form and formality of the classical.
Any successful method of teaching writing today has to
be built on a thorough understanding of both styles; they
flow together to make up what we call our modern style.
Unfortunately, there is still a good deal of turmoil and
lack of understanding in the English profession today.
Many— I would even venture to say most--textbooks still in
use at present do not recognize this change in style.

Need

less to say, they are not effective tools for teaching
students how to write modern style.
There is a new awareness of the necessity of teaching
writing and an interest in developing better methods of doing
it.

This is very encouraging.

What we still need is more

professional deliberation and dialogue about the methods
that have been designed to teach modern style.

We need more

scientific analysis of the results of these methods.
better dissemination of these new ideas.

We need

We need open-minded

educators willing to learn and to experiment.
It is my fond hope that this paper will serve to
stimulate further dialogue about this very important problem.

APPENDIX A
Stylistic Analysis

Stylistic analysis is a rather recent innovation, a
tool for dissecting the basic structure of any author.

The

important factors it operates around are: 1) the length of
the T-unit, 2) the length of the base clause, and 3) the
length and position of the free modifiers and their ratio
to the total number of words used.
Stated very simplistically, the classical style tends
to use long T-units, long base clauses, and fewer final
free modifiers; modern style uses shorter T-units, very
short base clauses, fewer initial and medial free modifiers,
but more final free modifiers.

Classical writing attempts

to put all of the information into a very involved base
clause, the dogma of Unity and Coherence; modern style
tends to merely state the core idea in the base clause and
then amplify it with free modifiers, hence the principles
of addition, direction of movement, and levels of generality.
To illustrate these differences, I have picked a random
selection of fiction and exposition, beginning with Cicero
down to our current writers.

A departure from Christensen's

analysis technique is that the samples include dialogue.
His reasoning in skipping the dialogue was that it does not
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represent the author as well as the non-dialogue sections;
dialogue tends to be in the voice of the speaker, using
fewer free modifiers.

To illustrate this difference I have

included a second passage from Hemingway, one which has no
dialogue, and the ratio of free modifiers does skyrocket.
The length of the selections was determined by what
seemed to be convenient or logical units within the piece of
writing; hence they range from 38 T-units to 93.
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II

Average
T-unit
length

13.5 32.2 38.8 19.1 21.0 13.0 19.4 15.1 15.1 38.0

Average
Base
Clause
length

10.3 22.1 24.6 12.3 13.2

8.6 10.5 12.2

9.9 14.1

Percentage
of Free
Modifiers
Initial

1.3

.8

3.9

6.6

3.6

5.0

3.6

2.1

9.2

.9

Medial

7.5 10.1

6.1

8.3

5.9

1.7

.0

3.0

.3

1.7

Final

14.5 21.2 26.4 20.5 27.2 26.7 42.0 25.3 24.9 59.8

Total
Free
Modifiers

21.5 31.5 36.5 35.5 36.7 33.5 45.6 32.6 34.5 62.7
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Several conclusions become obvious from this analysis.
Strangely, Cicero's Latin style is fairly similar to our
modern English style in the length of both the T-unit and
the base clause.

The differences are in the use of the free

modifiers; he uses more of the medials and considerably
fewer of the finals.
By the time the classical English style had evolved in
the eighteenth century, it no longer resembled its Latin
ancestor.

Johnson's T-unit is an unwieldly 38.8 words per

unit, his base clause 24.6 words.

However, the use of the

free modifier has increased to 32 per cent.

The second

selection, Addison's, is very similar to Johnson's in struct
ure, 32.2 words per T-unit and 22.1 words per base clause
with the free modifiers in the same range, and emphasis
on the medial free modifiers.
The other two eighteenth century writers, Dryden and
Swift, show more similarity to the modern style than to the
classical.

Dryden, often referred to as the "father of

modern style," reduced his T-units to 19.1 words per unit
and his base clauses to 12.3 words.

He does retain a high

percentage of initial and medial free modifiers.

Swift's

style is also cited above as akin to modern style; his
pattern is very similar to Dryden's.

These two writers

are cited as being a-typical of the eighteenth century
style.
The modern writers show a general pattern of conformity
short T-unit, short base clause, constant use of the free
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modifier, few initial and medial, many finals.
This then becomes the definition of what we mean by
the term modern style: A short statement of the idea in the
base clause followed by a clarification of this idea in a
series of free modifiers which add the specific details.
In many ways it resembles the structure of Latin more than
it does its classical ancestors of the eighteenth century.
It took the terseness of the Latin base clause and combined
it with the

modifier details of the classical English.

It

incorporates the logic of Aristotle— general down to
specifics--with the poetry and explicit details of Johnson.
It is easy to read: the main idea stated very simply, the
details listed in logical order so that the reader is able
to connect them to the base clause idea.
To illustrate the samples chosen for the analysis, I
have picked out a representative passage from each and list
them below according to the analytic system devised by
Francis Christensen.
The first selection is the beginning of Cicero's
The First Oration against Cataline, a prime example of
Roman rhetoric.
1

Ad mortem te,/, duci jussu consulis jam pridem
oportebat,
2/ Catelina
2

in te conferri pestem,

2

quam tu in nos machinaris.
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1

An vero vir amplissimus,/, Ti. Gracchum mediocriter
labefactantem statum rei publicae privatus interfecit;
2/ P. Scipio,
3

1

pontifex maximus

Catilinam,/, nos consules perferemus?
2/ orbem terrae caede atque incendiis vastare
cupientem

1

Nam ilia nimis antiqua praetereo,
2

quod C. Servillius Ahala Sp. Maelium,/, manu sua
occidit.
3/ novis rebus studentem

1

Fuit, fuit ista quondam in hac re publica virtus,
2

ut viri fortes acrioribus suppliciis civem
perniciosum quam acerbissimum hostem coercerent.

The sample from Joseph Addison is his essay "On the
Pleasure of the Imagination," written for the Spectator
of June 21, 1712.
1

It is this sense which furnishes the imagination with
its ideas; so that
2

by the pleasures of the imagination
3

1

(which I shall use promiscuously)

I here mean such as arise from visible objects,
2

either when we have them actually in our view or
when we call up their ideas into our minds by
paintings, statues, descriptions or any the like
occasion.
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1

We cannot indeed have a single image in the fancy
that did not make its first entrance through the
sight;
but

1

we have the power of retaining, altering, and
compounding those images which we have once received,
into all the varieties of picture and vision that
are most agreeable to the imagination;
for
2

1

by this faculty

a man in a dungeon is capable of entertaining
himself with scenes and lanskips more beautiful
than any that can be found in the whole compass
of nature.

The second sample of the eighteenth century is an
essay written by the patriarch of the Neo-Classicists, Samuel
Johnson.

It was written for The Rambler, "No. 21, Tuesday,

May 29, 1750."
1

Every man is prompted by the love of himself to
imagine, that he possesses some peculiar qualities,
/, to those which he sees alloted to the rest of
the world;
2/ either in kind or degree
and
2

1

whatever apparent disadvantages he may suffer in
the comparison with others,

he has some invisible distinctions,/, which he throws
into the balance, and by which he generally fancies
that it is turned in his favor.
2/ some latent reserve of energy
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1

The studious and speculative part of mankind have
always seemed to consider their fraternity, as placed
in a state of opposition to those, who are engaged
in the tumult of public business;

1

and have pleased themselves,/, with celebrating the
felicity of their own condition and with recounting
the perplexity of politics, the dangers of greatness,
the anxieties of ambition, and the miseries of riches.
2/ from age to age
2

Among the numerous topics of declamation,
3

1

that their industry has discovered on this
subject,

there is none which they press with greater efforts,
or on which they have more copiously laid out their
reason and their imagination than the instability
of high nations, and the uncertainty with which
those profits and honours are possessed,
2

that must be acquired with so much hazard, vigil
ance and labour.

In contrast to these two typical writers of the eigh
teenth century classical style, I chose two a-typical writers
by way of contrast, Dryden and Swift.

The selection from

Dryden is the beginning of the essay he wrote as the preface
for The Fables; many critics consider this to be his finest
piece of prose.
2

From translating the first of Homer's Iliad
3

1

(which I intended as an essay to the whole work),

I proceeded to the translation of the twelfth book of
Ovid's Metamorphoses,
2

because it contains,/, the causes, the beginning,
and ending, of the Trojan war.
3/

among other things
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1

Here I ought in reason to have stopped;
but
2

1

I could not balk 'em.
2

1

the speeches of Ajax and Ulysses lying next in
my way,

When I had compassed them,

I was so taken with the former part of the fif
teenth book,/, that I enjoined myself the pleasing
task of rendering it into English.
2/ (which is the masterpiece of the whole Meta
morphoses)
And
2

1

now

I found,/, that they began to swell into a little
volume;
2/ by the number of my verses

The sample selected from Jonathan Swift is from Chapter
Two of Gulliver's Travels.

Like Dryden, he uses the short

base clauses that are more characteristic of the twentieth
century than the eighteenth.
2

When I found myself on my feet,

1

I looked about me, and must confess I never beheld
a more entertaining prospect.

1

The country round appeared like a continued garden;
and

1

the enclosed fields,/, resembled so many beds of
flowers.
2/ which were generally forty foot square

1

These fields were intermingled with woods of half a
stang,
and
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1

the telliest trees,/, appeared to be seven foot high.
2/ as I could judge

And then the twentieth century writers.

One of the

innovators of the twentieth century writing style was D. H.
Lawrence.

The sample used here comes from his well known

novel Sons and Lovers which was published in 1913.
2

After such a scene as the last,

1

Walter Morel was for some days abashed and ashamed,
but

1

he soon regained his old bullying indifference.
2

1

Yet

there was a slight shrinking,
2

a diminishing in his assurance.

2

Physically even,

1

he shrank,
and

1

his fine full presence waned.

1

He never grew in the least stout,
2

so that,/, his physique seemed to contract along
with his pride and moral strength.
3/ as he sank from his erect, assertive bearing
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The selection from William Faulkner, certainly one of
the master craftsmen of the twentieth century style, is from
Chapter III of his novelette The Bear.
1

It was December.

1

It was the coldest December he had ever remembered.

1

They had been in camp four days over two weeks,
2

waiting for the weather to soften so that Lion
and Old Ben could run their yearly race.

2

Because of these unforeseen additional days which
they had had to pass waiting on the weather,
3

1

with nothing to do but play poker,

the whiskey had given out and
and

1

he and Boon were being sent to Memphis with a suit
case and a note from Major de Spain to Mr. Semmes,/,
to get more.
2/ the distiller

Will and Ariel Durant are included as a sample of modern
expository prose.

The selection is from Chapter I of Inter

pretations of Life, published in 1970.

The ratio of free

modifiers to T-unit tends to be a little lower in expository
writing than it is in descriptive or narrative writing;
however, this sample does show that the same principles
concerning the use of free modifiers can be used effectively
for all three types of writing.

12 2

1

Faulkner loved America,
2

if only because it was his,

2

if only because of the unforgettable dream it had
been.

2

Like so many of us,
3

in this long and painful transition,

1

he had transferred his sustaining dream from heaven
to utopia.

1

He pictured his utopia as one of individual freedom
rather than social security—
2

1

of liberation from religious dogma, economic
exploitation, governmental domination, and mass
pressure to conformity;

his visioned America was to be "a sanctuary on the
earth for individual man."
But

1

"We dozed and slept,
and

1

the dream abandoned us."

And, of course, there is Hemingway, the writer who
did so much to popularize modern style.

The first selection

is from Chapter I of Big Two-Hearted River, first published
in 1925.

It is a good example from Hemingway's early

writing to illustrate his utilization of the free modifiers
and the terse base clause.
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1

Nick looked at the burned-over stretch of hillside,/,
and then walked down the railroad track to the
bridge over the river.
2/ where he had expected to find the scattered houses
of the town

1

The river was there.

1

It swirled against the log spiles of the bridge.

1

Nick looked down into the clear, brown water,/, and
watched the trout keeping themselves steady in the
current with wavering fins.
2/ colored from the pebbly bottom
2

1

As he watched them

they changed their positions by quick angles,
2

only to hold steady in the fast water again.

The second selection from Hemingway is from the last
chapter of Death in the Afternoon, published in 1932.

It

illustrated, possibly, the ultimate in the use of free final
modifiers, a whopping 59.8 percent of the total number of
words.
2
1

If I could have made this enough of a book

it would have had everything in it.
2

The Prado,
3

looking like some big American college building,
4

2

with sprinklers watering the grass early
in the bright Madrid summer morning;

the bare white mud hills looking across toward
Carabancel;
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2

days on the train in August with the blinds pulled
down on the side against the sun and the wind
blowing them;

2

chaff blown against the car in the wind from the
hard earthen threshing floors;

2

the odor of grain and the stone windmills.

1

It would have had the change when you leave the green
country behind at Alsasua;

1

it would have had Burgos far across the plain and
eating the cheese later up in the room;

1

it would have had the boy taking the wicker-bound
jugs of wine on the train as samples;
2

his first trip to Madrid and opening them in
enthusiasm and they all got drunk including the
pair of Guardia Civil and I lost the tickets and
we were taken through the wicker by the two
Guardia Civil
3

(who took us out as though prisoners because
there were no tickets and then saluted as they
put us in the cab);
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